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AIAY JArN, Principal Commissioner,
Customs, Ahmedabad

04. 1 1.2016
04. 1 1.2016
1f M/s. Mulchand M Zaveri, 2O2, Koi Na Pada,
Chawk, Khambhat (Cambay), cujarat
2) Shri Sanjaykumar M Patel, Partner of M/s.
Mulchand M ?avei, Khambhat (Cambay),
3f M/s C.N. Gandevia Clearing & Porwarding
Agents Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad
4f M/s Ramraj Natural Resources Pvt. Ltd., Surat
5) Shri Vipul Gordhanbhai Desai, Surat
6) Shri Abhishek Goyal, Managing Director, Kruti
Bullions & Jewellers, Indore

This copy is gralted free of Charge for the use of the person to whom

it

is

issued

2. An appeal against this Order files before tJ:e Customs, Excise ald Service Tax
Appellate Tribunal, Western Zonal Bench (WZBI, O-2O, New Mental Hospital
Compound, Meghaninagar, Ahmedabad, PIN Code No:380 016 within three months
from the date of receipt of this Order as provided under Section l29A(3) of the
Customs Act, 1962.

3.

The appeal is required to be liled in quadruplicate in from CA-3 as per
Rule 6(4) of Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982. It should be accompanied by following
documents:-

I)

Four copies of the Order, appealed against should be frled, where one copy
should be a certified copy duly affixed a Court Fee Stamp ofRs.5=00.

II)

A crossed demand draft drawn in favour of the Assistant Registrar of the Bench
of the Tribunal on a branch of any Nationalized Bank located where the Tribunal is
situated, for an amount of Rs. 1,000/-, Rs.5,O00/- or Rs. 10,0OO/- as the case may
be, in view of Sub- Section 6 of Section 129(A) of the Customs Act, 1962.

4.

The Appeal should bear a Court Fee Stamp as provided under Indian Stamp
Act, 1989 (enacted by the State legislation).

5.

Any person desirous to frle an Appeal against this Order Shall deposit seven
and a half per cent (subject maximum of Rs. 10 crores) of the Duty demanded, inc
case where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where such penalty
along is in dispute, failure of which the appeal will be liable to be rejected for noncompliance of the provisions of Section 129(E) of the Customs Act, 1962.

6. The Appeal should be presented in person to tJ:e
be sent by registered post addressed to the Registrar.

f the Bench or to
b
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:

1.

M/s. Mulchand M. Zavei, 2O2, Koi Na Pada, Chawk, Khambhat
(Cambay) Gujarat, (hereinafter referred to as the said importer IMMZ) were
engaged in trading of semi-precious, precious and Agate Gem Stones and

'processes like polishing, grinding and faceting of semi-finished Gem Stones.
Intelligence gathered by Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, Ahmedabad (DRI)
indicated that M/s MMZ was evading Customs duty on ttre imported goods by
declaring the same as "Natural Gold Ore Concentrate, Unrefined Gold Ores and
Metallic Raw Alluvial Gold 9.21 Karat-38.39olo + 0.35 o/o of Pure Gold Cont." For
clearance of one such consignment imported, they had filed Bill of Entry No.
4434128 dated 23.01.2014 at Air Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad (ACC). The said
consignment was examined by DRI Oflicers on 24.O1.2014 under panchnama
at Air Cargo Complex, Ahmedabad, whereby it appeared that the same rvere in
the form of small lumps of reddish brown soil embedded with yellow colour
metal particles. Representative samples of the goods were drawn from the said
consignment for investigation.

2.
During the investigation, searches were conducted at various
premises and statements of different persons were recorded under Section 108
of Customs Act, 1962.
2.L
Shri Rohit Harishrao Jadav, Senior Executive of M/s. C. N. Gandevia
Clearing & Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad in his statement dated
' 24.OL.2014 conlirmed that M/s MMZ has been importing the goods declared as
Gold Ore Concentrates since December, 2013 and till date they had handled
about 12 such consignments; that the goods in all the earlier consignments too
were of similar nature as the sarne were reddish coloured lumps of mud
containing yellow coloured metal particles.

'

2.2 Shri Sanjaykumar M Patel, (hereinafter referred to as Sanjav Patel)
Partner of M/s. MMZ, in his statement dated 24/25.01.2014 agreed u'ith the
facts contained in the Panchnama and the contents of statement of Shri Rohit
Harishrao Jadav both dated 24.01.2O14. It was further conlirmed that they
had sold the said Gold Ore Concentrate mainly to M/s. Ramraj Natural
Resources Pvt. Ltd. (RNRL), Surat; that they do not issue any invoice to M/s.
RNRL for Gold Ore Concentrate instead they raised invoice for Gold Strips and
Gold Sheets. He has further explained the process done by them to extract
Gold from imported Gold Ores Concentrate. He has also stated that the import
of consignment covered under Bill of Entry No. 4434128 dated 23.OL.2Ctl4 was
Gold Ore Concentrate having Gold purity of 9.21 Carat and about 3806 purity
and they had received the same in form of lumps of reddish brown soil which
contains metallic particles which is composed predominantly of Gold and other
metals like Copper, Zinc, Silver, Cadmium, Palladium etc. in minor quantity;
that the goods imported in the past consignments were of similar type in
nature and physical appearance as exactly as the present consignment.
Shri Rajubhai Ravjibhai Desai alias Patel, Director of M/s RNRL,
Surat, in his statement dated 27.OL.2OL4 deposed that they had purchased
Irrst consignment of gold strips (with purity of 75.74o/ol in the month of
December, 2013 and the 2"d consignment on L8.L2.2O13; that they had
purchased approximately 28 consignments totally weighing about 40 kgs. of
gold strips from M/s MMZ; that all the activities in Ahmedabad such as receipt
of goods, delivery of the same to job worker and customers were looked after by
Shri Vipul Desai; that Shri Vipul Desai works under his instruction and

2.3

direction.

2,4

Shri Vipul G Desai of M/s. RNRL in his statement dated 28.1)l.2Ol4
tS of gold from ACC,
stated that he was authorized to collect the con
ddish colou.red soil
Ahmedabad; that he always found that the
I
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which contained small pieces of gold; that subsequently he got it cleaned and
separated the gold particles from soil and converted into bar for making of
strips, plate and patra and thereafter made the jewellery lcangdi' and 'kada'
and these were sold to different jewellers of Ahmedabad and Surat. He further
confirmed that till date he has undertaken the above exercise for about 12 to
13 consignments.

2.5

In his further statement dated 18.07.2014, Shri Vipul G Desai, stated
that he was not aware of the nature of the goods imported by Shri Sanjay Patel;
but, Shri Sanjay Patel had explained to him the process of separation of Gold
from the said imported goods; that since he had worked in a Jewellery firm and
he was aware about the separation of Gold particies from dust; that he was
having a small furnace at the rented room to melt and got gold strip out of the
Gold particles obtained after washing the said Gold Ore Concentrate.

2.6

The residence-cum-office premises of Shri Sanjay Patel situated at
Khambhat (Cambay) was searched on 25.01.2014 arrd certain records/
documents, one Mobile phone and one CPU of personal Computer (PC)
installed in the said premises were recovered for the investigation.

2.7

The Mobile Phone of Shri Sanjay Patel seized on 25.O1.2014 was
examined by the oflicers of DRI, under panchnama dated 28.01.2014 in the
presence of Shri Sanjay Patel for retrieval of data whereby ttre printout of certain
Whatsapp messages' relevant to the investigation was taken.

2.4

Shri Sanjay Patel, in his further statement dated 28129.O1.2OL4

stated that he had processed the goods of two shipments received during July,
2013 and September, 2013 similar to the present one imported through ACC,
Ahmedabad, using the two heating furnaces. Further, while perusing the
documents at page No.31 and 33 contained in the file seized under panchnama
dated 25.1.2014, he confirmed that these documents were statements of gold
content in the consignment; that he further clarified that the same is cost
sheet/valuation statement with regard to various inputs going into the shipment
of gold which was imported by him in the guise of gold ore concentrate; that he
devised this modus operandi of mixing of gold of 995 purity with other metals,
soil, cement & colour to import of gold by declaring it as 'Natural Gold Ore
Concentrate, Unrelined Gold Ores and Metallics Raw Alluvial Gold 9.21 Karat38.39o/o + 0.35 % of Pure Gold Cont.", for the reasons that import of gold of 995
purity is not permissible except by nominated banks and agencies; that further

the duty structure is also very high; that by declaring it as Natural Ore
Concentrate it was classified under Chapter 2616 and the goods of the said
heading are freely importable and chargeable to only basic Customs duty @
2.5o/o; tt.at he has imported total 15 consignment of gold, by mixing it in the

above manner, one through ACC, Mumbai and remaining 14 through ACC,
Ahmedabad in the name of his firm M/s. Mulchand M. Zaveri.

2.9

He further confirmed the contents of panchnama dated 28.1 .2014
drawn at the office of DRI, Ahmedabad and that the print outs of the data taken
was from the mobile belonging to him which was seized on 25.1.2014 and that
the "Whatsapp messages" contained therein has been received/sent by him; that
he had imported two consignments of gold from Hardik Patel of M/s. Shreeman
Diamond and Jewellery FZE at Dubai by declaring it as Gold ore concentrate.
However, since Shri Hardik was demanding more commission, he discontinued
the import of gold in the form of 'ore' from him.

2.lO

it

was further stated that after break up of business relations with
Shri Hardik he came into contact with Shri Jasmin Patel of M / s. Gstar
Jewelers LLC, Dubai and accordingly started import of gold in the form of ore
ea of mixing gold
concentrate from Shri Jasmine; that they did not
and method
and hence he had sent message regarding compo
centrate in two
of preparation; that he had imported gold in the
fi
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consignments from Shri Hardik weighing 4O0 gms Pure Gold (995 purity) and
13 consigrments from Shri Jasmin totally weighing 34500 Kgs. /srci of pure
gold (995 purity).

z.LL

He further stated that the initial two consignments of composite gold
imported were processed by him at his home; that first consignment was
cleared from ACC, Mumbai and tJle second from ACC, Ahmedabad; that he had
processed the third consignment of gold at the premises of M/ s. Jadia
Jewellers Pvt. Ltd., C.G. Road, Ahmedabad and sold the processed gold to
them. Thereafter, he came in contact with Shri Rajubhai Desai and Shri
Vipulbhai Desai of M/s. RNRL, Surat and accordingly he had started selling
Gold to M/s RNRL, Surat; that as per their understanding, Shri Vipulbhai was
collecting Gold from CHA after clearance from Customs and thereafter Shri
Vipulbhai got processed the said goods in form of open cast gold (Rani) and
subsequently in the form of Gold strip sheets, slabs and plates; that M/s.
RNRL, Surat had sold the processed gold to other buyers; that he had sold 12
rconsignments to M/s. RNRL; that approximately 5 kgs of gold was imported in
'the name of his firm for M/s. Kruti Bullion and Jewellers Pvt. Ltd, Indore of
Shri Abhishek Goyal; that he had given Shri Abhishek Goyal the idea of
importing gold in the manner as described above and accordingly the import of
gold for Shri Abhishek Goyal took place; that the billing in respect of the gold
imported for Shri Abhishek Goyal was through M/s. RNRL, Surat; that upon
perusing the printouts retrieved from his "WhatsApp messages", he confirmed
that these are his messages with various persons.

2.L2

Shri Rajubhai Ravjibhai Desai alias Patel, Director of M/s RNRL,
Surat in his statement dated 29.01.2014 deposed that they had purchased
gold strips/sheets for the first time during December, 2O13 and had purchased
approximately 4O kgs of gold strips till date. He further stated that the gold
strips/ sheets purchased by them from Shri Sanjay Patel were sold locally in
Ahmedabad after converting the same into jewellery; that for all the
transactions carried out from Ahmedabad, Shri Vipul Desai prepared and
issued the bills and all the transactions were made through HDFC bank, Surat.

2.13

In his further statement of Shri Rajubhai Ravjibhai Desai alias Patel,
that as per the suggestion of Shri Sachin of Dubai he
contacted Shri Sanjay Patel. Accordingly, he had sent Shri Vipul G. Desai to
Shri Sanjay Patel for discussion, who in turn agreed to sell the Gold Strips
after conversion from Gold Ore concentrate; that the business deal was
frnalized between Shri Sanjay Patel and Shri Vipul G. Desai; that he had
arranged only tJle finances and the business was looked after by Shri \ripul G.

, dated 18.07.2OL4 stated

Desai.

2.t4 Shri Mohanlal

Sat5ranarayan Jadia, Partner of M/s. Jadia Jewellers,
C.G.Road, Ahmedabad in his statement dated O3,O2.2O14 confirmed that they
had purchased 150 grams of Gold Strips of 999 fineness in September, 2013
and 1270.177 grams of gold strips of 75.25 fineness in November, 2013 from
M/s. MMZ and submitted copies of sales bills and copy of the ledger account.
He further stated that Shri Sanjay visited his shop in the afternoon of
23.11.2013 along with a parcel containing red colored soil, lumps and particles
of gold; that thereafter, Shri Sanjay Patel had washed the said red colored soil
and lumps with the help of water from his showroom; that the gold particles
recovered by Shri Sanjay Patel after washing was melted in electric furnace
from his showroom and poured it to form a strip; that sample was taken from
the said strip and sent for testing and confirmed the purity to be of 7 5.25o/o;
that since he was not available, he had instructed his son to buy the gold
strips after the purity was confirmed by test as per the agr:eed rate and
accordingly paid about Rs.80,000/- to Shri Sanjay Patel in cash.

2.16 Shri Shailesh Kumar Hira-lal
Clearing &

M/s. C. N.

Patel,
Forwarding Agents .Pvt. Ltd.,

V
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06.02.2014 stated that as a CHA, their responsibility was till handing over the
goods to the importer from the warehouse of ACC, Ahmedabad; that the
delivery of goods was always taken by Shri Vipul Desai or Shri Bhavin Patel.
Regarding the classihcation, he stated that Shri Sanjay Patel told them that
since the product was ore, it was classifiable under C'lH 26L69O10, which
covers Gold Ores and Concentrates. Shri Sanjay Patel fumished a bill of entry
in respect of the similar product imported by him through Mumbai whereby the
said goods had classifred under CTH 26169010 and hence they liled the
documents with Customs classifuing the same under CTH 26169010.

2.17. Shri Pratik P. Shukla, Director in M/s. C. N. Gandevia

Clearing &
Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad in his statement dated 06.02.2014
has confirmed that Shri Sanjay Patel had visited their office and shown the
documents related to his past clearances; that after being satisfied they agreed
to work for Shri Sanj ay Patel as CHA.

2.LA

Shri Bhaumik Bharatbhai Soni, Authorised person of M/s. Bhaumik
Jewellers, C. G. Road, Ahmedabad in his statement dated 07.02.2014 stated
that they do not have any business relation with M/s. MMZ, Khambhat
(Cambay) nor does he know Shri Sanjay Patel or any person of M/s. MMZ.
However, he confirmed tJ:at in the month of January, 2014 though they had
purchased Gold bars of 15494.570 Gms. (purity about 7 6-770/o) from M/s.
RNRL, who had issued invoices towards sale of Gold Jewelry in all the six cases
and made payments through RTGS; that sometime during 26.OL.2O14 or
27.O1.20L4 on the request of Shri Vipul Desai and Shri Sachin they had issued
12 invoices for processing of Gold Ore to form Gold Strip/Bar to M/s. RNRL,
Surat though they had not processed or washed any Gold Ore Concentrate, but
till date no pa5rment has been received by them as no payrnent was due to
them for the reason that no activity as mentioned in these invoices was carried
out by them.

2.L9

Shri Diptesh Maheshbhai Soni, Proprietor of M/ s. Gayatri
Jewellers, Ahmedabad, Shri Bhadresh Rameshchandra Choksi, Proprietor of
M/s. Manek Jewellers, Ahmedabad Shri Ajesh A. Patel, Proprietor of M/s.
Patidar Bullions, Ahmedabad in their respective statements dated 07.O2.20I4
had stated that they did not know Shri Sanjay Patel nor had any business
relations with M/s. MMZ, but had purchased Gold Jewelry/gold bars/bangles
of different purity from M/s. RNRL, Surat.

2.2O

Shri Kartikey Vasantbhai Soni, Proprietor of M/s. Soni Kartikey

Vasantbhai, Manek Chowk, Ahmedabad and a Government approved valuer in
his statement dated 1 l.O2.2Ol4 deposed that he didnt know Shri Sanjay Patel
nor having any business relations with them. But being a valuer he had done
valuation of 15 consignments declared as Gold Ore Concentrate imported by
M/s. MMZ at ACC, Ahmedabad. Regarding the method of sample testing
carried out by him, he stated that all the 15 consignments were similar as they
were all reddish colored lumps of mud/ sand containing yellow colored metal
particles; that initially he crushed the lumps uniformly to make it sand powder
and thereafter the same was washed many times with normal water to separate
the metal particle (Gold); that in this washing process the sand particles v/ere
washed away and metal particles (gold) left in the washing dish; that thereafter,
the metal particles (Gold) were melted in earthen pot 'KULDI" to form a rani
(bar) and subsequently the tani' was sent to different computerized testing
firms in Ahmedabad and based on their report, he prepared the test report for
content of gold and other metal particles present in the sample.

2.21

Shri Pratik P. Shukla, Director of M/s. C. N. Gandevia Clearing &
Forwarding Agents Rrt. Ltd., Ahmedabad in his statement dated 17.02.2014
stated that after the initial 1O- 11 con
S, the issue of getting the
samples tested from Hutti Mine
raised by the Assistant
)

!
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Commissioner and in the meanwhile, a few more consignments arived and the
last shipment was stopped by DRI.

2.22

Shri Rohit Harishrao Jadav, Senior Executive of M/s. C. N. Gandevia
Clearing & Forwarding Agents R/t. Ltd., in his statement dated L7.O2.2O14
stated that M I s MMZ had imported first consignment of goods declared a.s Gold
Ore Concentrate in the month of September, 2013; that on a query raised by
the assessing officer the sample of goods were drawn and sent to the Govt.
approved Valuer for the purpose of valuation. Regarding drawing of samples in
respect of Bill of Entry No. 4080363 dated 14.12.2013 and 4137896 dated
20.12.2013 cleared under Risk Management System (RMS), he stated t.hat as
per the instruction of Assistant Commissioner of Customs, samples even in
case of RMS Bills of Entry were also drawn for the purpose of valuation.

2,23

In the course of the investigation the office premises of M/s. Kruti

Bullions & Jewelers, Indore was attempted to be searched on 29,O1.2Q 14 but
since the shops were found locked, all the five shops were sealed under
panchnama. As against the same, Shri Venkatesh l,addha and Smt. Rinku
Laddha & others had filed Writ Petition No. 1281 of 2Ol4 and 1282 of 2Ol4
respectively before the Hon'ble High Court of Madhya Pradesh, Indore Bench to
open the said premises. As per the direction of the Hon'ble High Court of
Madhya Pradesh, Indore Bench, all the said premises were opened on
05.03.2014 and recovered certain records/documents which were relevant to
the investigation.

'2.24

Shri Mohanlal Satyanarayan Jadia, Partner of M/s. Jadia Jewelers,
C. G. Road, Ahmedabad in his further statement dated 20.03.2014 while
'perusing photocopy of photo identity proofs, identified the persons as Shri

Abhishek of Indore and Shri Ankit, who were introduced by Shri Sanjay Patel
when they had visited his office in the month of November, 2013.

2.25 Shri Abhishek Devendra Goyal, Director of M/s. Kruti Bullions &
Jewelers, Indore had liled Anticipatory Bail Application before the Honble City
Civil & Sessions Court, Ahmedabad, which was rejected vide order dated
24.04.2014. Thereafter he had filed Bail Application before the Hon'ble High
Court of Gujarat at Ahmedabad. The Honble High Court of Gujarat has vide
Oral Order dated 15.05.2014 directed Shri Abhishek Goyal to appear before
DRI officers and to co-operate in the investigation. Accordingly, his statement
was recorded on 17.05.2O14 wherein he stated that he came in conta.ct with
Shri Sanjay Patel and his hrm M/s. MMZ through internet; that though they
had never dealt in Gems Stones but Shri Sanjay Patel was in regular contact
since June 2013. In his further Statement dated 18.05.2014, Shri Abhishek
Goyal had stated that Shri Sanjay Patel offered to sell gold at below market
price, as he was in possession of Gold import license issued by RBL Shri
Sanjay Patel had informed him that he had already imported Gold 2/3 times;
that Shri Sanjay Patel visited Indore in the month of June/July 20 13 and
I offered that he would provide gold in the form of strips and as against that he
transferred Rs. 4 Lakhs to the Account of M/s MMZ, through RTGS. But since
their deal did not materialize the said amount was returned in October, 2O13
through RTGS. In the month of November, he transferred an amount ol Rs. 30
Lakhs to Shri Sanjay Patel's firm through RTGS against the purchase of Gold
worth Rs. 57,12,5661-; that he himself came to Ahmedabad for taking delivery
of the Gotd in the first week of December, 2013; that Shri Sanjay Patel had sold
gold worth Rs. 1,12,82,317 l- to him on 23'd December, 2013. Upon perusing
the Panchnama dated 28.0L.2O14 under which WhatsApp messages' have
been retrieved from the mobile phone seized from Shri Sanjay Prrtel, he
confirmed that the said messages were made between him and Shri Sanjay
Patel.
3.1

One set of the representative

consignment

of

goods lmported

by M/s

tr
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Ahmedabad covered under Bill of Entry No. 4434128 dated 23.01.2014 was
sent to the Indian Institute of Technolory, Mumbai for carrying out tests to
determine whether the same was naturally occurring Ore or otherwise.

3.2

The Indian Institute of Technolory, Mumbai vide letter dated
09.05.2014 forwarded the report related to the analysis of the sample. As per
the summary of the test report of Indian Institute of Technologr, Mumbai:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

The sample given for testing is not naturally occurring. It contains
man-made 18 carat Gold Nuggets mixed in red soil in the form of
lumps.
Presence of the cement variet5r is not detected. However, the use of
some form of cement is not ruled out.
The soil is reddish-brown colored, however, it cannot be concluded
whether it is the Red-Indian soil (Geru).
Natural native gold nuggets usually have > 90 wtTo Au. Presence of 18% Cu in the sample seems to have been added or 18 carat gold or
gold jewellery has been melted to produce gold nuggets to show it as
gold ore placer deposits.

4, Seizure of Goods

:

In the meantime, as it appeared that the said importer had imported
the Gold by mis-declaring the szune as "Natural Gold Ore Concentrate,

Unrefined Gold Ores and Metallics Raw Alluvial Gold 9.21 Karat-38.39% + 0.35
7o of Pure Gold Cont. claiming classilication under Chapter 2616, the said
goods covered under Bill of Entry No. 4434128 dated 23.01.2O14 valued at Rs.
L,32,O8,64O1- were seLed ot 29.01.2014 under the reasonable belief that the
same were liable for confiscation under the provisions of the Customs Act,
t962.

Arrest of Shrt Sanjaykumar Mulchand Patel:

5.

Shri Sanjay Patel was arrested on 29 .OL.2O|4 for committing offences
punishable under section 135 of the Customs Act, 1962 and produced before
the Honble Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate, Ahmedabad on 29.01013.
Shri Sanjay Patel complained of having been beaten by the officers of DRI and
therefore, the Hon'ble Court ordered his medical examination and also
remanded him to Judicial Custody. The bail application preferred by Shri
Sanjay Patel before the ACMM, Ahmedabad was rejected vide order dated
O5.O2.2O14. Shri Sanjay Patel had then liled Application for bail before the
Hon'ble City Civil & Sessions Court, Ahmedabad, which was rejected by the
Hon'ble Court vide order dated 28.02.2014. Subsequently, Shri Sanjay Patel
applied for bail before the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat at Ahmedabad.
During the pendency of the bail application Shri Sanjay Patel had completed 60
days in judicial custody and therefore, applied for default bail before the
Hon'ble Additional Chief Metropolitan Magistrate, Ahmedabad on 29.O3.2O14
and he was granted default bail, subject to conditions, vide order dated
31.03.2014.

6.

From the investigations conducted, it appears that M/s MMZ, had
during the period from July, 2013 to January, 2014, imported 16 consignments
of goods deciared as Natural Gold Ore Concentrate, classifying under CTH
26169010 and thereby claiming the benefit of Notification No. l2l2Ol2-C.E.
dated 17.3.2012 (Sr.No.56) for exemption from payment of CVD. It further
appears that the goods imported and declared as Natural Gold Ore Concentrate
in the documents were nothing but manufactured and man made product. The
test report of IIT, Mumbai also corroborates the evidences recovered from the
WhatsApp messages contained in the mobile p
Sanjay Patel.
b
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7.1

As per Para 2.1. (a) of the YIP 2OO9-2OL4 "Exports and Imports
shall be 'Free', except when regulated. Such regulation would be as per FTP
and/or ITC (HS)." As per the ITC (HS) Classification of Import & Export Items
the import of goods falling under Chapter 7108 i.e Gold is free subject to RBI
Regulations. In terms of Circular No.f 3/2013-2014 dated 01/O7/2013 issued
by the Reserve Bank of India only Nominated Banks and Agencies are allowed
to import gold. The import of gold by the Nominated Banks and Agencies was
further regulated by A.P (DIR Series) Circular No.15 dated 22107 l2OL:1. The
said circular enunciated the 80/20 guidelines for import of gold and hence
2Oo/o

of the imported gold is compulsorily required to be exported.

7.2

It further appears that M/s. MMZ is neither a bank nor an agency

8.

In

nominated by the Reserve Bank of India for import of Gold and nor the said
firm is allowed to import Gold in terms of the ITC (HS) and the WP 2OO9-2O14.
Further, the said firm is also not engaged in the export of Gold, Gold Jewelry or
any article of gold. The said firm is not in possession of any special import
,license or authorization issued to them by either the Resewe Bank of India or
Ithe Directorate General of Foreign Trade (DGFT) which allows them to import
lgold in any form. Therefore, it appears that Shri Sanjay Patel, Partner of M/s.
MMZ had devised the modus operandi of importing gold in the guise of natural
gold ore concentrate manufactured in the manner as stated hereinabove and
by claiming classification under CTH 26169010 with a view to circumvent the
guidelines/regulations issued by RBI applicable to import of Gold. The said
modus operandi was adopted with intent to evade Customs duty inasmuch as
Gold falling under CTH 7108 attracts 107o Basic Customs duty while Gold ore
of CTH 2616 attracts ECD @2.5%.

view thereof, Show Cause Notice

bearing

F.No.DRI/AZU/CI/ENQ-20(INT-01 / 14l2OL4 dated 23.07 .20 14 was issued by
the Additional Director General, Directorate of Revenue Intelligence,
Ahmedabad answerable to (A) Commissioner of Customs, Custom House, Ahmedabad

(l)M/s. Mulchand M. Zaveri, Khambhat
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)
(2)
I

:

(Cambay) Gujarat, for -

Rejection of classification under CTH 26169010 and be re-classified
under CTH 71081300.
Confiscation of the goods valued at Rs. 1,32,O8,640/- (Rupees One
crore thirt5r-two lakhs eight thousand six hundred and forty
only)imported under bill of entry No.4434128 dated 23.01.2014 under
Section 110 (d) and (m) of the Customs Act, 1962.
Confiscation of the goods totally valued at Rs. 10,72,31,229 l- (Rupees
Ten crores seventy-two lakhs thirfy-one thousand two hundred and
twenty-nine only) imported under 14 bills of entry, as detailed in
Annexure A to the notice under Section I 10 (d) and (m) of the
Customs Act, L962.
Demand and recovery of the Customs duty amounting to Rs.
82,83,611/- (Rupees Eighty-two lakhs eighty-three thousand six
hundred and eleven only), as detailed in the Annexure A'to the notice,
under Section 28 (4) of the Customs Acl, L962;
Recovery of Interest on the said differential customs dut5r,under
Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 19621,
Imposition of Penalty under Sectionl 14 A of the Customs Act, 1962.
Imposition of Penalty under Section 112 (a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

Shri Sanjay Patel, Partner of M/s. Mulchand M. Zavei, for imposition of
penalty under the provisions of Section 112(a) and l14AA of the Customs
Act, L962

(3)

M/s. Ramraj Natural Resources Pvt. Ltd
Shri Vipul Gordhanbhai Desai Shri Abh

\w

its

person/employee
Managing Director of
PE.ge
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M/s. Kruti Bullion & Jewelers Pvt. Ltd, Indore for imposition of penalty
under the provisions of Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

(4) M/s. C.N. Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd, Ahmedabad
for imposition of penalty under the provisions of Section 112(a) of the Customs
Act, 1962 and also action under Regulation 18 and 19 of the Customs Brokers
Licensing Regulations, 20 13.

(B)
(1)

Commissioner of Customs (Import), Air Cargo Complex, Mumbai

M/s. Mulchand M. Zaveri,Khambhat (Cambay) Gujarat for
i)

ii)

iii)

iu)
v)

vi)

-

-

Rejection of classification under CTH 26169010 and be re-classified
dated
16.o7.2013.
confiscation of goods valued at Rs. 3,66,630/- (Rupees Three lakhs
sixty six thousand six hundred and thirty only) imported under bill of
entry bill of entry No.2723043 dtd.16.07.2013 under Section 110 (d)
and (m) of the Customs Act, 1962.
Demand and recovery of Customs duty amounting to Rs. 28,322/(Rupees Twenty eight thousand three hundred and twenty two only),
under Section 28 $l ol the Customs Act, 1962;
Demand and Recovery of Interest on the said differential customs
duty, under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962;
Imposition of Penalty under Sectionl l4A of the Customs Act, 1962.
Imposition of Penalty under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, L962.

under CTH 71081300 against bill of entry No.2723043

(21 Shri Sanjay Patel, Partner of M/s. Mulchand M. Zaveri, Khambat
(Cambay) Gujarat, for imposition of penalty under the provisions
112(a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

of Section

Corrlgendum to Show Cause Notlce

9.

In the meantime, the Additional Director General, Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence, Ahmedabad vide Corrigendum dated 22.12.2014 rectilied the
mistake in Para Nos. 44 (i0, 44(iii) & 49 (iil of the Show Cause Notice and the
words have been substituted with "Sectlon 111 (dl and (mf of the Customs
Act, 1962.'

1().

The Director (Customs) Central Board of Excise, New Delhi vide
order F.No. 37l95/2Ol4-Cus.IV dated 21.O8.2014 has assigned the
adjudication work of the aforesaid Show Cause Notice to the Commissioner of
Customs, Ahmedabad.

Legal battle

11.1 In the meantime, M/s MMZ filed SCA No. 908/2O14 before the
Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat against seizure of goods. As per the direction of
Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat dated 10.07.2014, the seized goods were ordered
to be released provisionally by the then adjudicating authority subject to
execution of Bond and Bank Guarantee for full value. Being aggrieved, M/s
MMZ preferred an appeal before Honble CESTAT, Ahmedabad. The Hon'ble
CESTAT vide Interim Order No.l/24ll2ol5 dated 07.05.2015 directed the
adjudicating authority to adjudicate the SCN within one month in accordance
with law, failing which the Tribunal would proceed to decide the appeal.
Ll.2 Subsequently, the then adjudicating authority advised the noticees to
file defence reply so as to enable him to ftr.alize the issue early.
Simultaneously, he has also fixed the dates for
noticees insisted for cross-examinalion of
turned down by the said auth$:ty and was

Hearing. However, the
tnesses, which was
ted vide letter dated
Page 8 of
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06.08.2015. Being aggrieved by the aforesaid decision, Mls MMZ and Shri
Sanjay Patel frled SCA No. 14178 of 2015 before Honble High Court of Gujarat.
The Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat vide order dated 03.02.2016 has observed
that the correct stage of granting such cross-examination would be when the
adjudicating authority records the evidence which can start only after the
petitioners file their reply; that no statutory provisions were pointed ,lut in
support of the petitioners' insistence of cross-examination of witnesses being
granted before filing the defence reply. Accordingly, the Hon'ble Court has
directed the petitioners to file defence reply by 29.02.2016, upon which the
adjudicating authority shall during the course of the adjudication proceedings,
igrant cross-examination of the witnesses whose statements or reports were
'sought to be relied upon in the SCN and for which the petitioners have made
request to the adjudicating authority. Further, the time limit provided by the
Hon'ble Tribunal for directing to complete the adjudication proceedings has
also been extended to 31.t May, 2016. It was further mentioned that it would
also be open for the petitioners to apply to the Tribunal for provisional release
of the goods, which application the Tribunal did not decide on merits, by
providing the time-limit for completion of the adjudication proceedings.

11.3

The Hon'ble

CESTAT, Ahmedabad, in the meantime, while
considering the issue of provisional release of the seized goods, has, vide Order
No. A/ 10302/2016 dated ll.04.2016 directed the Commissioner of Customs,
to dispose off the application for provisional release, as and when filed,
preferably within a period of four weeks from the date of receipt of such
application. In view thereof, M/s MMZ vide letter dated 16.O4.2O16 has liled a
fresh application for reconsideration of the Bank Guarantee amount.
Accordingly, the goods under seizure were allowed to be released provisionally
on 14.06.2016 subject to execution of Bond amounting to Rs. 1,32,08,6401and a Bank Guarantee for a sum of Rs.66,04.320/-. The noticee has not
fulfilled the conditions and not taken provisional release of seized goods.

12. DEFENCE REPLY

l2.l
After seeking extension twice to submit defence reply, M/s
Mulchand M. Zavei and Shri Sanjay . Patel vide a common letter dated
04.07 .2015 filed an interim/preliminary reply.
t2.2
Shri Paresh M Dave, Advocate, on behalf of his clients, M/s.
Mulchand M. Zaveri, Shri Sanjay Patel, Shri Abhishek Goyal and M/s. C. N.
Gandevia Clearing and Forwarding Agents hrt. Ltd. vide letter dated
06.08.2015 requested for cross-examination of (l) Shri Rohit H Jadav, Senior
Executive of M/s C.N. Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd., (2)
Shri Shailesh Kumar H Patel, Director of M/s C.N. Gandevia Clearing &
Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd., (3) Shri Kartikey Vasantbhai Soni, (Govt.
Approved valuer), (4) Shri Mohanlal Satyanarayan Jadia of M/s Jadia Jewelers
and (5) Experts of IIT, Bombay.
Cross examination was denied by the adjudicating authority vide
1.2.g
rietter F. No. VIII/ 10-32/CommrlOe'Al2Ol5 dated 06.08.2015. Against this
order, the noticee filed a petition before Honble High Court of Gujarat.
Subsequent upon the directions of Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat, directing
MIsMMZ to file a reply, they, vide letter dated25.O2.2016 frled a defence reply.
The Hon'ble High Court has also permitted cross exarnination.
They asked for cross examination of various persons. Subsequently
L2.4
cross examination of (1) Shri Rohit H Jadav, Senior Executive of M/s C.N.
Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd., (2) Shri Shailesh Kumar H
Patel, Director of M/s C.N. Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd.,
(3) Shri Kartikey Vasantbhai Soni, (Govt. Approved valuer), (4) Shri Mohanlal
Satyanarayan Jadia of M/s Jadia Jewelers and (
of IIT, Bombay was
conducted on 11.04.2016 ar,d 29.O4.2076.
A
b

*
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12.5

On conclusion of cross examination, they filed frnal reply dated
16.07.2016. Main points raised by them in their reply dated 04.07.2015,

25.02.2016 and 16.07.2O 16 are briefly narrated below

:

(l) Earlier consignment were correctly classified under 2616.9010.
The same cannot be reclassified as all documents were submitted at the time of
assessment and no misdeclaration is proved.
(2) the present enquiry was on the consignment covered under Bill of
Entry No. 4434128 dated 23.O1.2014 and the basis of such evidence could not
be taken for earlier 15 consignments.
(3) The goods were imported into India for extracting metal i.e. gold and

therefore they are 'ores' as contemplated under Note No.2 of Chapter 26 of
Customs Tariff. Revenue has not established any special treatment or process
undertaken on goods after they were mined. The revenue has suggested that
the goods imported were not gold ore/concentrate, but a mixture of gold with
other metals in soil and be classiliable under Chapter 71 of the tariff, this is
without any basis.

The admission of their partner that they had devised a modus
operandi of mixing 995 purity of gold with other metals, soil, cement and color
to import gold by declaring it as natural gold on the basis of printouts of
certain documents is denied. The printouts referred therein are not of any
(a).

documents or phone of their partner or any person belonging to their firm.

(5)

Report of IIT Mumbai cannot be relied upon as the same suffers
from inaccuracies.

(6)

According to the revenue, WhatsApp messages are pertaining to
BE No. 3a2O322 dated 16. I 1.2013 (consignment no. 3 at Annexure-A to the
SCN) and BE No. 3986187 dated O4.L2.2013 (consignment no. 4 at AnnexureA to the SCN) and these messages cannot be made applicable to other 13
consignments.

13.1
Shri Abhishek Goyal, Managing Director, Kruti Bullion & Jewellers
Pr/t. Ltd., Indore vide reply dated 2O.lO.2Ol4 has denied all the allegations
leveled against him in the SCN. He has also denied having known that Shri

Sanjay Patel was importing any gold for him in tl:e guise of gold ore
concentrate or any conspiracy to smuggle gold that might have been planned
and/or executed by Shri Sanjay Patel; that he was not aware about any
messages exchanged between Shri Sanjay Patel and Shri Sachin; that he was
not guilty of any omission or commission which would render any goods liable
for confiscation and hence the proposal for imposition of penalty on him
deserves to be withdrawn in the interest of justice; that he was not involved in
any of the transactions of import of gold ore concentrate or gold by Shri Sanjay
Patel nor in his business dealings with any persons in Dubai or elsewhere and
hence Section 112(a) of the Act will not be attracted; that the proposal to
impose penalty on him personally is not justilied when he was only a Director
of the company; that he has not acted in his personal capacity; that being the
Director of company he is only an employee and hence no personal penalty
could be imposed. It was further submitted that even if Shri Sanjay Patel has
indulged in any illegal import or has mis-declared the goods imported by him,
such an act or omission on his part is not an action or omission by him which
would render gold ore concentrate imported by him liable for confiscation. His
business transactions with Shri Sanj ay Patel have been legal and legitimate;
that sending of Whatsapp messages, images/pictures of parcels showing the
method of extraction of gold, etc. does not
tJlat he was a party to
conspiracy; that even if the case made again
ay Patel is sustainable,
that would not render him liable for any
ty; that the allegations
l:

6
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leveled against him were not borne out from his statements, nor was there any
other evidence supporting such allegations. In view thereof, he has requested
cross-examination of the persons viz., Shri Sanjay Patel, Mohanlal Jadia & Shri
Sachin and also the enquiring officers. In support of his claim, he has cited
various case laws of Honble Apex Court, High Courts and different Tribunals.
He has further submitted that the matter of penalty is governed by the
principles laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in case of M/s Hinclustan
Steel Ltd. reported in 1978 ELT (J159). While concluding, he reiterated that
there is no justification in any of the allegations and proposals and requested
for allowing of cross-examination, personal hearing and for further
submissions before passing any final order on the SCN.

L3.2
M/s C.N. Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding Agents Pvt Ltd.,
Ahmedabad vide letter dated 17. I 1.2014 had denied the allegations of
connivance and knowingly aiding or abetting Mls MMZ; that they had acted
only as a normal and bonafide Custom Agent for clearance of the goods
imported by their client without any additional involvement; that they were not
aware about the transactions between Shri Sanjay Patel and Shri Sachin of
,Dubai; that they have not done anything nor had omitted to do anything which
act or omission would have rendered the goods imported by their clients liable
,for confiscation and hence they are not liable for any penalty under Section
112(a) of the said Act. They have been under a genuine and bonafide
impression that the goods imported by their client were same as described in
the import documents. In his statements, Shri Sanjay Patel, has nowhere
stated that as a clearing Agent, they were aware about any mis-declaration of
description of the goods. In view of the statements of their two Directors, it
was clear that they have not done anything nor have omitted to do anything
which rendered the imported goods liable for confiscation and hence they are
not liable for any penalty under Section 112(a) of the Act and accordingly the
proposal to impose penalty deserves to be withdrawn. While citing judgement
in case of Vaz Forwarding Ltd. 20ll(2661 ELT 39, the Hon'ble Gujarat High
Court held that penalty on a CHA was not justilied. They had also cited and
relied on certain other case laws of different appellate authorities holding that
CHA could not be penalized only because the importer had committed a fraud
or forgery. It was further submitted that they have not been involved in any
illegal import nor have they indulged in any misclassification, mis-declaration
or undervaluation for any personal gain. In view thereof, it was submitted that
there is no justification in the proposal to impose penalty and also requested
for a personal hearing before passing any final orders.
l

13.3

M/s Ramraj Natural Resources Pvt. Ltd., vide letter

dated
01.01.2015 had denied the charges of aiding and abetting Shri Sanjay Patel in
collecting the goods from Air Cargo Complex and subsequently retrie'red the
gold by washing the sand/ soil at his premises. It was submitted that they had
never purchased Gold ore concentrate' from Mls MMZ, but had purchased
'semi processed gold' suitable for making ornaments/jewellery and also gold
strips under regular bill/invoices. They were not aware that M/s MMZ had
indulged in irregular activity of misclassifying the goods. Had it been known,
they would not have entered into the business with them and would not have
deployed Shri Vipul Desai for attending the work related to Air Cargo Complex.
A1l the payments were made through Banks and their business relations were
at arms length; that their employee Shri Vipul Desai had given honorary
service at Air Cargo Complex for taking delivery of imported goods; that they
have not gained any benefit out of the profit earned by M/s MMZ in irregular
way. The entire case was registered on the basis of assumptions and
presumptions and confessional statements of main noticee, Shri Vipul Desai
and Shri Raju Desai. There were no solid and tangible evidence brought on
record regarding their involvement and/or connivance with M/ s MMZ. In
Iiable for penalty. Before
absence of such evidence, they cannot
concluding, they had also,requested for a
c.

I
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13.4

Shri Vipul Gordhanbhai Desai vide letter dated 01.01.2015 has
vehemently denied the charges leveled against him. It was submitted that he
was working as an office clerk with M/s RNRL, Surat and looking after day to
day accounting, Banking and all miscellaneous work assigned by the
management. His position in the company was an employee and getting
monthly salary and not earning more out of profit or losing anything if the
company runs in loss. For the said reasons, a salaried person would not
involve himself in irregular activities as alleged in the impugned SCN and
hence no penalty is imposable on Employee. He has cited and relied on
plethora of judgements to support his contentions. In view thereof, he has
requested to set aside the charge of penalty, permit him to add, alter, delete or
modify submissions and to allow a personal hearing.

CROSS EXAMINATION

L4.l

The cross-examination of Shri Rohit Jadav, Shailesh

Patel,

V Soni and Mohanlal S Jadia were conducted by Advocates Shri
Paritosh Gupta and Shri Aditya Tripathi on 11.04.2016.

Kartikey

L4.2

Shri Rohit Jadav of M/s C.N.Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding

Agents Pvt. Ltd. stated that his deposition that earlier 1 I consignments were
similar was on the basis of estimation of visual appearance of the goods and
the description mentioned in the documents; that he could not be 100% certain
in this regard.

14.3

Shri Vasantrai Kartikey Soni, Government approved Valuer replied
that the samples were drawn by him randomly from the mixture after stirring it
as per the trade practice and the direction of Customs Officer; that there is no
Indian Standard or any other internationally acknowledged standard for taking
the samples.

14.4

Shri Mohanlal Satyanarayan Jadia replied that he was not aware
of the method employed by refiner for extracting gold from ore/concentrate, but
knew how to separate gold from a mixture of gold with mud, etc. Regarding
quantity of water used, he replied that he had mnning water facility in his
show room and Shri Sanjay Patel had drawn water as per his requirement; that
he was present in the initial stage on 23.1L.2013 when Shri Sanjay Patel
started the process; that according to his knowledge, Shri Sanjay Patel did not
bring any material like chemical, equipment, etc., but had worked only on the
material kept in the strong room; that his staff had also not informed him that
Shri Sanjay Patel had brought anything from outside.

14,5
Cross-examination of Professor George Mathew, of IIT, Mumbai
was conducted on 29.O4.2O 16. To various questions put to him, Prof. George
Mathew replied that while conducting tests and analysis, he has considered
Iive queslions asked by DRI; the chemical analysis and X-ray diffraction was
done by the technical superintendent but the interpretation thereon was done
by him; he was not aware about fire assay method of testing; that Atomic
Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS) is feeble method of testing where the error
associated is high; they had analyzed the sample in question by using a much
more advanced method i.e. Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-AES); ICP-AES is scientifically certified chemical analysis
technique for major elements and trace elements; this technique involves
dilution of the gold with aqua regia (1:3 HNO3 and HCI); that panning is a
physical method of separating heavier minerals including gold; that there are
standard books on the subject 'scientifically certified' which mentions
technique, the precision and accuracy of the instrument required; that the
standard book is 'Silicate Rock Analysis' by P.J. Potts. Regarding the question
on the basis of 'report on the analysis of gold metals and soil samPles' Dr.
and opinion based
George Mathew rep lied that it was a scientific o
e subject; that the
on personal knowledg e and various literature
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Au in native gold varies from 7Oo/o to 9Oo/o; for calibration, they use NIST
standards which are applicable to all elements including gold; that no LOI
value was detected and the error associated with trace elements is plus or
minus 57o and 2o/o in case of major elements; that tJ:e subject samples were
in the form of soil containing gold particles and the sarne was crushed
softly, washed with water and pan, that they took few minutes for the said
process; that the elements were measured against a standard. To a question
as to whether all the hve metal elements are usually found in naturally
received

occurring gold ore or gold concentrate, he replied 'not always', the same may or
may not be present. He further replied that the chemicals/compounds found
lin a soil depend upon the source from where the soil is derived; that the copper
percentage will vary from sample to sample. Regarding method of deriving carat
purity, he conlirmed that weight of Au in percentage multiplied by 2.4 and
divided by 100. To a further question, since the Au reported in ttris case was
79.73, then the same would be 19.135 carat by applylng the aforesaid formula
for which Dr. George Mathew agreed; that he has reported the color of gold
nugget, based on physical observation; that since there can be variations, he
employed the word hsually' in his report; that the observation ho clay
minerals less than 10 angstron (Aspacing) was present'was made based on Xray graph.

14.6
On 19.04.2016, Shri Jayant Bhavsar, Consultant appeared for
personal hearing on behalf of M/s RNRL and Shri Vipul Desai. He reiterated
the submission dated 01.01.2015 and stated that he has nothing to add
further except that no penalty is imposable on Shri Desai as he was only an
employee.

DTSCUSSION AND FINDINGS

15.1

I

have carefully gone through the facts of the case, case records,
,reply filed by the noticees on various dates, contents of cross-examination and
also the oral submissions made by the noticees during the personal hearings.
The SCN is in respect of 16 consignments which are mentioned at Annexure-A
of the SCN. For the purpose of this order, consignments mentioned in the
Annexure would be mentioned with reference to that serial number. For
example, consignment imported vide B/E No. 382O322 dated 16. I I .2013 is
mentioned at Sl. No.3 of Annexure-A to the SCN. This consignment will be
referred to as 3rd consignment.

15.2

The allegation in the SCN is that M/s Mulchand M Zaveri, during
period
the
from July 2013 to January 2Ol4 l:,ad imported 16 consignments
declaring the imported goods as natural ore concentrate. The goods covered
under B/E No. 4434128 dated 23.OL.2014 filed by M/s MMZ at Air Cargo
Complex, Ahmedabad were seized. (hereinafter referred to as the 16ttr
consignment). Samples were drawn from l6thconsignment and the test results
were obtained from Indian Institute of Technolory, Mumbai dated 09.05.2014.
In respect of other consignments, the SCN has heavily relied on the WhatsApp
messages exchanged between Shri Sanjay M Patel and Sachin of Dubai and the
admission statements of various persons in this case.
I

Examlnatlon oj eoldences urlth relerence to 76th conslgnment

16.1

Let me first examine the applicability of Test report of IIT Mumbai
to 16th consignment.
L6.2
Gist of the test Report furnished bl IIT, Mumbai : Indian IrLstitute
of Technologr, Mumbai vide letter dated 09.05.2014 has furnished test report
in respect of this consignment. Summary of the
IS given below:

'7. Chemlcal Analgsls ol
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The chemical analgsis as sla u.tn in the table indicates ttat the gold metal
contains 79%o Au, 17o/o Cu and O.17 Ag. This composition of the gold alloy indbates it to
be 18 carat gold varietg. About - 1.6 ut% are ran-sofuble residues.
2. Gold lfretal lffiorTrhologg
) A real gold rugget hns a utax like yelbw color, howeuer, the present samples do
not slana utoxg luster and slaut bighter yellou with pale pinkish shade (Plate 1)
D Natural gold nuggets typicallg contain plentg of qtartz and other mineral and dirt
trapped within. Real gold rugget usuallg posses pitted surface and signs of
abrosiue polishing. If the nugget is man-ma.de from melted. scrop gold pits dnd
larger craters are usuallg not seen and the sutace would appear smooth toith no
pits/ crater. Tte present sample of gold metal do not sta ut pits or cauities/ craters
and. tnue smooth surface. Since it does not taue pits and cauities tlat usuallg
natural gold nuggets posses, also do not contain otlwr minerals trapped in it.
SEM image at high resolution indicates absence of trapped minerals and sta ut
regular spiked feafi)res tLttt are usually absent natural gold ttuggets, as abrasion

D

remoues it.

Natural gold tuggets posses o regular shape ratlar than higl g inegular or
vaied. sLapes ranging from pear, round., elongated, flat and denditic etc. As the
highlg ma.lleable gold in the nature duing the process of erosion afier remoual
from tLe Last rock gets tumbled alongfith twrd minerals. This makes tle surface
pitted and looses all its slnpe angulaitg. Careful obseruation of the plate-1 of
the present sample reueal that gold. metals are mostlg bulbed, tear drop or highlg
irregular uery sharp edged, or elongated needle shaped feafires. The tear and
bulbed sLaped nuggets clearly slou stwrp pointed. feafiires indicating ertracting
out from nlelted concentrate, as high specific grauity of gold deuelops into tear
drop with starp pointed end. on opposite side. Sharp pointed features are neuer
obserued in Natural Gold Nuggets.

3

4. Soll Analgsts

D

D
)

Chemical analgsis of the soil as shoutn in ttLe aboue table indicates that the
soil is dominantlg qtartz bearing. Tte colour of the soil is largely due to iron.
TTte soil is a siltg (0.05-0.002 mm) uarietg of eqt nl grain size and less clageg.
Seem to haue been deiued due to lueathering of old crystalline rocks in the
area-s of lou.t rainfall. 'lle soil alongdth gold metab seem to be bind together
using som.e cement. The Ape of cement used is not uery clear at present,
Tle chemical analgsis anl X-rag diffraction do not shou presence of sulphiile
or arsenic minerab or oide of these elements as theg are ammonlg
o.ssocioted with gold. Erosion of the gold source area usuallg brings these
minerals and elements enriched in tle soil too.
The pouder X-rag diffmction indicates the soil contain kaolinite clag togetter
with quartz and d.olomite (MgCq). Minor amount of hematite is also
obserued. Surprising the present soil sample shnw absetrce of ang clag
minerals Iess than 10 A d-spacing. Tle soil seemed to haue been partiallg
leated or baked.
Based. on aboue rcsults dnd obseruatlon t E sdrrytlc gfiEn for a:ftdlgsls
ls ,i.ot NATIIRALLY @CtiRIr{G. It contalns man-ntade 78 carat @LD
T9IrGCE"S mlxed. ls rcd soll ln the fonn of lumlrs.

the cencnt sar-let! ls not detected. Houetnr, the use of
ls not tttled out.
form
The soll ts rcddlsh-brown coloutzd soll" houeuer, lt cannot be
Presence o;f
some

oJ cemcflt

concluded whether

lt ls the Red.Indlan soll (OERU).

Natural natlw gotd nuggets usuallg han;e > 90 utt%" Au. Presence of 18% Cw ln the sample seems to ha ue been added or 78 co,rat gold or
gotd Jeuellery has been melted to produce gold nuggets to shout lt as
gold ore placer deposlts."

Arguments of importer agahst report of IIT, Mumbal:

L7.l

With regard to this report, the noticee has argued that there is lot of
contradiction in the repo rt and hence the same is not reliable or conclusive.
The main arguments are as follows

:

U-
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17.2.L On page 7 of the report, it has been stated that "Based on the
above results and observation the sample given for analysis is not
NATURALLY OCCURING. It contains man-made 18 karat Gold Nuggets
mixed in red soil in the form of lumps". It has further opined that,

"Natural Native Gold Nuggets usually have more than 9O wtTo Au, and
also that presence of L$o/o Cu in the sample seems to have been added or
18 karat gold or gold jewelry has been melted to produce gold Nugglets to
show it as Gold are Placer deposits".

L7.2.2 Dr. Mathew while answering question No.21 during the

examination stated that Au in Native Gold varies frorn

7O%o

to

cross

9Oo/o.

17.2.3 The extracts obtained from 'The Chemistry of Gold Extraction

(Second Edition)' by John O. Masden and C. lain House published by the
Society for Mining, Metallurry and Exploration, Inc. and technical bulletin
Published by SGS Minerals also indicate that Au in Native Gold is shown
as 7 5o/o.

17,2.4 In the sample analyzed by 1lT, Mumbai Au was found to be
79.73yo. When Dr. Mathew has accepted that Au in Native Gold varies
frorn 7 OVo to 9Oo/o, the sample tested at IIT, Mumbai was Native gold
because Au therein was 79.73o/o.

L7.3

Element of copper i.e. "Cu" (Cuprum) is found to be l8.2lo/o in
the sample ar:alyzed by IIT, Mumbai. In this regard, the final report of Dr.
Mathew is that since presence of L8o/o Cu was found, copper seemed to
have been added or 18 karat gold or gold jewelry had been melted to
produce gold nuggets. Dr. Mathew has clarifred to the question No. 3 1
that copper percentage would vary from sample to sample. He has given
this answer in reply to a question as to whether the maximum weight in
percentAge for copper (Cu) in metal portion containing gold was specified
in any literature or standards. When the position about gold metal sample
is thus that copper percentage therein would vary from case to case, and
there is no standard of percentage of copper (Cu) in metal portion
containing gold, presence of Cu L8.2I wtoh is not an indicator that copper
had been added or the consignment was obtained by melting 18 karat gold
or gold jewelry. The report of IIT, Mumbai saying that the sample analyzed
by them was not NATURALLY OCCURING on the basis of Cu content is
also incorrect and unreliable.

17.4

The most important point conclusively establishing that the
I report of IIT, Mumbai is incorrect is about the chemical analysis of gold
metal reported on page 5 under the caption "Chemical Analysis of Gold
Metal". It is reported that the chemical analysis indicated that the gold
metal contai ns 79o/o Att, L7o/o Cu and O.ll yo Ag; and tJris composition of
gold alloy indicated it to be of 18 karat gold variety". This result reported
by IIT, Mumbai is ex-facie incorrect and wrong. There is a method of
deriving at karat purity, the method being weight of gold in percentage i.e.
Au wtTo multiplied by 24 and. divided by 1OO. Dr. Mathew has also agreed
to this formula. When gold percentage i.e. Au found in the sample i.e.
79.73is multiplied by 24 and divided by 1OO, the karat purity of the
sample will be 19.135. This fact is also confirmed by Dr. Mathew in answer
to question No.33. Therefore, the sample was of 19.135 karat gold and not
18 karat which is the varietSr that is normally obtained by processing
Natural Gold Ore concentrate for using such karat purity in relation to
ornaments. The report of IIT, Mumbai stating that the sample contained
man made 18 karat gold nuggets is thus incorrect and totally wrong.
One more po int about incorrec
Mumbai is regarding Angstrom (A) d-Spa
I the report that no clay minerals*less than IO

of the report of IIT,
p orted on page 7 of

t7.5

W

g was present, and

n:
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this observation was based on X-Ray graph reported on page 3 of the
report. This is reiterated by Dr. Mathew in answer to question No.36, but
the actua-l report shows that even this reporting and opinion is incorrect.

The readings of X-Ray Diffraction on page 3 of the report are tabulated on
page Nos. 8 to 13 of the report. When the same is perused, it is revealed
that all of the clay minerals were found to be of less than 10 Angstrom (A)
d-spacing. Thus, the report of IIT, Mumbai claiming that there was
absence of any clay minerals less than 1OA d-Spacing is wholly incorrect
and wrong. The opinion of IIT, Mumbai that tJre sample aralyzed by them
was not NATURALLY OCCURING on the basis of such readings of clay
minerals is incorrect and liable to be discarded.

17.6

Dr. Mathew has clarified in answer to question No.24 that loss
of ig-nition (LOI) assessment would involve plus or minus 5o/o and 2o/o in
case of trace and major elements respectively. When such tolerance is
applied to the results recorded on page 2 of the report in tables containing
wt%, the purity etc. of the sample analyzed would be different.

17.7

In the entire report Dr. Mathew has used expression "usually"

17.8

Gold is a natural product and therefore elements and

17.9

It is reported at page 5 under the caption "GoId Metal

showing that his opinion/report was not accurate or conclusive, and he
has also clarified in answer to question No.35 that there could be
variations and difference in pitted surface, larger craters etc. This shows
that the report of IIT, Mumbai is just tentative subject to several
variations, but it is not conclusive and hence not reliable.

compounds found in "Soil sample" would be different from sample to
sample; and this is also clarifred by Dr. Mathew in an answer to question
30 that chemicals/compounds found in a soil depend upon the source
from where the soil was derived. He has also clarified in answer to
question-29 that all frve elements (i.e. copper, silver, iron, palladium and
platinum) found in the sample analyzed at IIT, Mumbai, were not always
present in every Naturally Occurring gold ore or gold concentrate. This
also shows that each sample of gold ore or gold concentrate would be
different depending upon the soil source and also other variables. Dr.
Mathew has also clarifred in answer to question No.12 that chemical
alalysis and X-Ray Diffraction were not done by him but they were done
by the technical superintendent, and he had only interpreted the same.
The report is not rendered by the person who has tested and analyzed the
sample is also a very important factor alfecting the reliability or relevance
of the report.
Morphologr" that the present sample showed brighter yellow with pale
pinkish shade. A real gold Nugget is reported as having wax-like yellow
color, and the color of the sample analyzed is sought to be reported as
different. It is also confirmed by Dr. Mathew in answer to question No.34
that color was not tested on a Spectrophotometer or like equipment, but
that color was only a physical observation. Thus, the report/opinion
about color of the sample being different from that of a real gold Nugget is
also not based on any reliable testing, but it is only a subjective opinion
without any scientific basis.

l7.LO

Even about the soil, the report says the sarne was reddishbrown colored, but it could not be concluded whether it was the Red
Indian soil (Geru). Similar is the case of cement, they could not identify
the type. It is therefore, argued that analysis report and the opinion of IIT,
Mumbai cannot be used as a basis for any conclusion.
a31r
A
E
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Examlnatlon of potnts ralsed bg notlcee regardlng report of ET, Munbal:

18.1

I

proceed to examine various points raised by the Noticee. The
noticee has objected to the word fusaallg' employed in this report It is
pertinent to note that the naturally occurring substance are not branded
goods manufactured in a factory where the ratio of inputs are blended as
per the standard norms and the process of manufacture is meticulously
monitored. Therefore, it is quite obvious tlat variations in the proportions
of contents is noticed in the naturally occurring soil/ ore and for that
reason Dr. Mathew has aptly employed the word tsually'in his report.

la.2

I find that Au element in the sample is 79.73%o. During cross
examination, Dr. Mathew agreed that Au in Native Gold varies frorn 7 O%o
to 9oo/o, instead of more t,:;at 9oo/o as stated in the report. He also

lconfirmed that the karat purity of the sample was 19.135 instead of 18 as
mentioned in the report. However, the report of IIT cannot be discarded on
this ground alone. The argument advanced by the noticee is that because
the Gold percentage in sample was 79Vo (falling within range of 7 Oo/o to
9O%), the same is naturally occurring ore. I do not find this argument
acceptable. Can it be said that any mixture containing 79o/o gold is
naturally occurring ore, because the 7o of gold in ore varies frorn 7 Oo/o to
9OVo. By this aigument even jewelr5r containing 79o/o Gold will be a
naturally occurring ore. For a sample to be naturally occurring ore there
are number of indicators, which do not seem to have been fulfilled in tllis
case.

18.3
The noticee has not answered certain other material facts
brought on record through the said analytical report. It was reported that
natural gold nugget has a wax like yellow color, however, the present samples
do not show wa:ry luster and show brighter yellow with pale pinkish shade;
that Natural gold nuggets typically contain plenty of quartz and other mineral
,and dirt trapped within; that the same usually possess pitted surface and signs
of abrasive polishing. If the nugget is man-made from melted scrap gold pits
;and larger craters are usually not seen and the surface would appear smooth
with no pits/crater. The present sample of gold metal does not show pits or
cavities/ craters and has smooth surface. Since it does not have pits and
cavities that usually natural gold nuggets possess, it also does not contain
other minerals trapped in it. SEM image at high resolution indicates absence
of trapped minerals and show regular spiked features that are usually absent
in natural gold nuggets, as abrasion removes it. Further, Natural gold nuggets
possess a regular shape rather than highly irregular or varied shapes ranging
from pear, round, elongated, flat and dendritic etc.; that as the highly
malleable gold in the nature during the process of erosion after removal from
the host rock gets tumbled alongwith hard minerals, which makes the surface
pitted and loses all its shape angularity. Careful observation of the present
sample reveal that gold metals are mostly bulbed, tear drop or highly irregular
very sharp edged, or elongated needle shaped features, which indicated
extracting out from melted concentrate, as high specific gravity of gold develops
into tear drop with sharp pointed end on opposite side. Sharp pointed features
are never observed in Natural Gold Nuggets.
I

18.4

The noticee have not controverted any of these points. Only in
trespect of color, they have argued that since it was not tested on a
spectrophotometer the observation is subjective. I again do not frnd this
observation acceptable. The difference in color is one of factors. This
difference has been pointed out by an eminent expert. Even if it is basecl on an
eye examination, it cannot be discarded. Assuming, for arguments sake, that
color is not properly indicated in the report, still the crucial details such as
absence of trapped minerals, regular spiked fe
available in :ratural
r' ar drop or highly
gold nuggets) shape of sample nuggets
s
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Therefore, I do not agree with

18.5
Similar is the case of report on the analysis of the soil which is
dominantly quartz bearing; that the color of the soil is largely due to iron. The
soil is a silty (0.05-0.002 mm) variet5r of equal grain size and le ss clayey; that it
appears to have been derived due to weathering of old crystalline rocks in the
areas of low rainfall; that the soil alongwlth gold metals seetn to be bind
together using some cemeatl that the chemical analysle and X-ray
diffraction do not show presence of eulphide or arsenic minerals or oxide
of these elements as they are comnonly associated with gold. Erosion of
the gold source area usually brings these minerals and elements enriched in
the soil too; that the powder X-ray diffraction indicates the soil contain
kaolinite clay together with quartz and dolomite (MgCOs). Minor amount of
hematite is also observed. Most importantly, the analysis report states that the
soil has been Dar
heated or baked.
18.6

At this juncture, it is pertinent to mention here that in gold ore
concentrate, gold particleg are blended wlth natural soll and not with the
heated or baked soil. Slmllarly, in a naturally occurring ore, the gold
metal does not requirc cement to blnd it wlth soil. Further, shape of gold
particles is also such that these indicate extracting from melted concentrate.
Ali these observations have not been controve,rted by the noticee. It is clear
that sample tested at IIT, Mumbai did not have even a single characteristic,
which have been enumerated by an eminent professional of the field in respect
of naturally occurring ore.

la.7
Therefore, I do not find any force in the argument of the noticee,
that the goods imported were naturally occurring ores. I accordingly hold that
the goods covered by this consignment is not naturally occurring gold ore
concentrate, but were man made goods as alleged in the SCN.
Earlier 15 Consignments
Argumcnts of notlcee :
19.1
Earlier 15 consignments were imported during the period from
July 2O13 to January 2OL4. ln respect of these consignments, the importers
have argued that the test report given by IIT for the 16th consignment (B/E No.
4434128 dated 23.01.2014) cannot be made applicable. The department has
not got any samples tested for the earlier consignments.

19.2

Further, they have also argued that the department's reliance on
WhatsApp messages exchanged between Sanjay Patel and Sachin of GSTAR
JEWELLERS is also incorrect and unsubstantiated. They have denied having
exchanged any WhatsApp messages for instructing or advising any supplier to
prepare the goods in a particular manner. Further no such messages can be
considered as any evidence when they are not proved by the evidence of alleged
receiver of the messages.

19.3

They have also argued that, in any case, the messages pertain to
the first 2 consignments imported from M/s. GSTAR JEWELLERS, DUBAI
through Air Cargo, Customs, Ahmedabad vide B/E No. 3820322 dated
16. 11.2013 and BE No. 3986187 dated 03.12.2013 (consignment no. 3 & 4 in
the table attached to the Show Cause Notice) and, thereafter, to allege that
similar modus operandi was adopted for other consignment is not correct.
According to them, there is no evidence that these instructions were also
relevant for the subsequent consignments and that the subsequent
ver, cadmium etc. and
consignment were also prepared by melting the
of the revenue.
mixed with the red soil etc. It is only assumpti
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19.4

They also argued that there is no evidence to show that in respect
of 3rd and 4e consignments, the instmctions were actually carried out by
Sachin. According to them, WhatsApp messages have no relevance for
evidentiary value to establish that the consignments imported by them were
not natural gold.

Examination of argumente advanced by noticec

2O.1

I have examined these submissions. It is worthwhile to recapitulate
the allegations made in the SCN. The allegation is that Sanjay Patel imported
goods described as natural gold ore concentrate, raw alluvial gold but the same
were actually mixture of gold and other metal in base of red soil and sand to
look like an ore. This was done in earlier 15 consignments which came to light
when the last consignment was intercepted and the sample was got tested from

IIT, Mumbai. The corroborative evidence in the form of WhatsApp messages
have been relied to allege that even the previous consignments, this rnodus
operandi were adopted. Therefore, the evidences have to be seen as a whole to
arrive at a conclusion whether these allegations are sustainable or not.

2O,2

To begin \Mith, I do not agree that the WhatsApp messages per se
do not have any evidentiary value or they cannot be taken into account merely
because the noticee have denied having exchanged any such messages with
Sachin. It is not denied that these messages were exchanged and subsequently
extracted from the cellphone of Sanjay Patel. It is also not denied on any
terifiable basis, that these were exchanged with Sachin of Dubai. Now, if these
lnessages are corroborated in certain crucial details by other independent
evidences, such as documents filed with the customs or any other partSr, these
fnessages can very well be relied upon to establish a fact. This is matter of
common sense. At this juncture, I would like to rely on an important
_iudgement of the Hon'ble Tribunal in the case of Satish Mohan Agarwal
reported at 2016 (336) ELT 562 (Tri.Chennai) whereby it is held that -

I

I

1

"10.2 Evidence Act does not rnsr.st on absolute proof for the simple reason that peiect
proof in this imperfect world is seldom to be found. That is why under Section :, of the
Evidence Act, a fact ls sald fo be 'proved' when, after considering the mafters before it,
the Coutt either believes it to exist or considers its exrstence so probable that a ,orudent
man ought, under the circumstances of the pafticular case, acrs upon the supposition that
rt exrsts. Ihr.s definition of 'proof does not draw any distinction between circumstantial and
other evidence. Preponderance of probability comes to rescue of Revenue and Revenue
is not required to prove lls case by mathematical precision. Thus, if circumstances
estab/,sh that there is high degree of probability that a prudent man ought to act on the
supposition that there was design to secure fake, false, forged or illegitimate DEPB scrips
to clear impofts duty free in contravention of the law or abetting to achieve such ih' object,
such act against public Revenue calls fot penal consequence to curb such mischief."
In the same judgement it was further held that

-

Enactmenrs rke Cusfoms Act, 1962 and Customs Tariff Act, 1975, are nol merely
taxing statutes but are also potent instruments in the hands of the Governtnent to
safeguard interest of the economy. One of its measures is to prevent deceptive prcctices
of undue claim of fiscal incentives. Evidence Act not being applicable to quasi-judicial
proceeding, preponderance of probability came to rescue of Revenue and Revenue was
not required to prove ils case by mathematical precision. Exposing entire modus operandi
through allegations made in the show cause notice on the basis of evidence gathered by
Revenue against the appellant, was sufficient oppoftunity granted for rebuftal. Revenue
discharged its onus of proof and burden of proof remained undischarged by appeilant.
Evidence gathered by Revenue provided basls ,o adjudication and that could not be
demolished by appellant by any means He failed to lead any cogent evidence to rule out
his role in commitment of offence against Customs and thereby did not come out with
clean hands...."

"13.1

20.3
From the WhatsApp messages
and Sachin the following emerges:

tween Sanjay Patel
l:'
IE

*
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i)

ii)
iii)

irr)
v)

In the messages exchanged on 09. I 1. 13 (PK 58O6 onwards) it appears
that some proforma invoice was sent by Sachin to Sanjay Patel for his
approval. Certain corrections were suggested by him such as writing
some details in capital words and keep proper space above name for

'

signature on the proforma invoice.
It also appears tJrat images of some material were forwarded by
Sachin to Sanjay Patel and he in tum tells that the linish of the
material was too smooth and it should be of natural form (matt
frnish).
On 10. 11.2013 the messages (PK 5816 to 6016) are relating to fixing
the price of the gold. Sanjay Patel asks about fixing of the gold price
to which Sachin replies that it will cost l3O0 with premium. Sanjay
Patel asks Sachin whether the rate is per ounce or what. He then
again asks about the price in grams. Sachin replies that it will cost
1300 with premium. He further tells that if it is fixed at 13O0 them
cost in USD will be 41.80 per gr6rm.
That proforma invoice was approved by Sachin and an amount of

80,000 AED was transferred by Sanjay Patel

to

l

'

Sachin for this

purpose.

From one stage onwards the messages are relating to actual
preparation of mixture by Sachin at Dubai under the guidance of
Sanjay Patel from Ahmedabad. During the course of this exchange
Sanjay Patel has asks Sachin whether he is ready to prepare the

i

mixture and he replies that he is already on the point. Sanjay Patel
has explained to Sachin various activities which are required to be

vi)

done.

WhatsApp message dated 13.11.2013 between Sanjay Patel and
Sachin are relating to preparation of mixture containing gold and
other metals, soil and chemicals. During the course of these
messages method of preparation, the material to be used and the
quantity used, temperature to be maintained, etc. have been
explained. In addition, there is also an exchange regarding
documents to be prepared ald payment to be made etc. These are
explained below separately.

Consisnment No. 3 - B/E No. 3820,322 dated 15.11.2013

21.1

This consignment is mentioned at Sl. No.3 of Annexure iA'' to the
SCN. (hereinafter it is referred to as the 3'd consignment) The relevant
messages are from PK 5806 onwards (dated 09.11.2013) exchanged between
Sanjay and Sachin. The messages are with regard to :
21.2
i)

ii)
iii)
iu)
v)

2t.3

Melting of gold of 995 purity with silver, cadmium, zinc, copper etc.
Preparing grains/ flakes of the mixture of these metals.
Preparing ofwet base ofred soi1.
Mixing the metal with wet soil.
Heating and drying of the composite mixture.

In these messages, first they start with preparing the gold

flakes
(chilkas). Sachin informs that he has procured 1 kg of pure gold having size 11
to 12 mm. Sanj ay Patel informs him that that the size should be around 12 to
13 mm. Further he informs him to take various materials Zinc, Copper, Silver
Cadmium. He asks for the preparation of the mixture.

At one stage Sachin informs that the temperature is 856 and that
he has already mixed Zinc and Copper wi th the
PK 6616) that he will mix
cadmium before 900 and thereafter silver
t 1000 gold.
21.4

b
I

'5
lrr:.
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21.5
Sanjay Patel informs Sachin to keep the bucket of water rea<ly and
gives him directions regarding safet;r measure to be tal<en for pouring this
mixture in the water. Sachin informs that the size of the final mixture is about
the size of gram (chana). He sends image of the gold flakes. To get an idea of
real size Sanjay asks Sachin to put a scale, pencil or pen and send image back
to him, which he does.(PK 6709 to 67271 Further Sanjay informs that small
and medium size flakes will be acceptable. The larger size being very srnal1 in
quantity, they should be able to manage at this time. (PK 6736)
Preparation of soil mlxture. (message No. PK 68O21

21.6

1

Sachin informs Sanjay Patel that the soil with him is little bit
sandy and slips out of hand. Then he tells that he will use the linest sieve
which will be as fine as to sieve Maida floor. Sachin asks him and say that the
soil is very line and it witl automatically get sticky. He also advices him to mix
Geru with it.

2L.7

Sanjay Patel guides Sachin how to prepare soil mixture. He asks
get
Sachin to
50 grams of sodium silicate + 400 grams of Geroo + t/z liter of
water, mix all these materials in Yz liter of water and stir it till it gets sticky. In
addition, he asks to get 3.2 kg of fine sand + I liter of water and boil it.
Meanwhile Sanjay asks about the availability of water glass (sodium silicate).
He suggests that if the same is not readily available, caustic soda can a-lso be
used (PK 6874 to 68921.

Preparation of soil mlxture with gold

2t.A
At one stage, while sand mixture is being prepared Sanjay Patel
asks Sachin to keep gold flakes ready by the side. He inquires whether the
color of sand mixture has changed from red to brown because of t1e effect of
the caustic soda. At this stage, Sanjay Patel asks him to mix gold flakes in the
sand mixture and put water in the same. He has also advised to lower the
temperature. After seeing the image, Sanjay Patel comments that the sand is
very sticlry. During the course of preparation, Sachin informs that he has used
, 20O grams of caustic soda, to which Sanjay informs that the total weight of the
mixture will be 5100 grams and asks him to remove 20O grams of mixture from
this 200 grams of mixture was separated, gold llakes are again removed and
mixed with the main mixture. At repeated intervals, he enquires about the
color of the mixture and on number of occasions the photos are sent by Sachin
to Sanjay Patel of various materials so that he can check as to whether the
process is going in right direction. According to WhatsApp messages, the
process is completed at 1.00 o'clock at night. (IST)
Money transactions:

2L.9

During the course of this exchange of messages, Sanjay Patel

informs Sachin about the transfers to the latter's account by Swift Transfer an
amount of 21750 USD.(message no. PK 6231) Sanjay Patel also forvvards to
Sachin the message which he received from his bank "Your CD
A/6********QJO35 ts debited by Rs. 13,88,231 on 12.11.2013 bg Transfer =
US$2 1,750/ r (message no. PK 6450)
I
i

xer,otr

i 2l.lO

(PK 6sgz

ro

6842f

:

During this period, there is also an exchange regarding sending the

, gold flakes for Kaloti certification. Sanjay Patel, on the basis of his own
calculations informs Sachin that the purity of this gold flakes would be 74.5o/o.

Documentation:

\a
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2l.tl

Another set of message exchanged is regarding the origin to be
mentioned on the invoice pertaining to the consignment to be imported.
Sanjay Patel suggests that it should be either Ethiopian or African origin to
which Sachin informs that he will write "Ethiopia". Yet another set of
WhatsApp message reveal that Sanjay Patel directs Sachin to mention CTH
2616.90. Then he tells Sachin that duty under this heading is lower as
compared to CTH 70 and 71081, which is lO7o.(message no. PK 6445 onwards)
Besides, Shri Sanjay has also explained that the import under CTH 7108 was
regulated by RBI and that they wanted to clear the goods @ 2.5o/o and the same
'can happen onlg if this one proues to be 26169010'. (PK 6562 to 65721
Calculation Sheet

21,t2

:

Sanjay Patel has also forwarded the calculation sheet of the total

expense of preparing this mixture which includes elements towards expense on
go1d, forwarding through Trans Guard Express, insurance and Kaloti test
report. (PK 723O). A similar caiculation sheet appears to be made for
consignment No. 5 which was recovered from his premises during the search
and being relied upon in the SCN (para no. 13.4 of SCN). The material was
sent via Emirates Airlines through Transguard Express. At this stage, Sachin
again forwards images of the mixture, which is found satisfactory by Sanjay
Patel. After inquiring the gross weight of the mixture, Sanjay prepares the
commercial invoice and sends to Sachin. Sachin indicates the gross weight of
the consignment and net weight.

21.13 In message nos. PK 7313 to 7365 Sanjay Patel asks Sachin to
check the invoice and further asks him to prepare covering letter, packing list,
commercial invoice on his letterhead, stamp and sign it and after scanning it
send all three documents to him.
21.14

According to WhatsApp messages, the consignment is submitted to
the Dubai Customs. Next day on 15ft evening, Sanjay Patel confirms arrival of
consignment at Air Cargo, Ahmedabad. Next?ay o, tO* Sanjay Patel informs
that he has filed BE No. 3820322 dated 16. 1 1 .2013.

,

]

21.16

In messages exchanged on 22.I1.2013, he informs Sachin that the
goods have been cleared from the Customs and he is already in the process of
cleaning the mixture of gold.
Relevance of WhatsApp tnesaage

2t.16

From the above discussion, I frnd that the aforesaid exchange
through WhatsApp messages corroborates with the import consignment
mentioned at sl. no. 3 of Annexure iA' to the SCN, i.e. B/E No. 3820322 dated
16. 1 1 .2013 Iiled by M/s MMZ owing to the following reasons :
i) Bill of Entry filed by M/s MM Zaveri and appearing at S1.No.3 of the
Annexure A' to the SCN is the same which was conveyed through
WhatsApp messages PK 8139, 9f 19 & 9120;
ii) M/s GStar Jewellers LLC, Dubai had issued invoice dated 14.11.2013 for
USD 42,300 towards supply of 5.O0 kgs of Natural Gold Ore
Concentrates unrefined Gold, wherein advance payment $ 21,750/- is
mentioned and balance amount of $ 20,550/- was to be paid within 7
working days (messages at PK 6231,6371,6450, 7230 & 1109O also
indicate the same)
iii) the quantit5r mentioned in the aforesaid invoice of M/s GStar and in the
B/E was 5 Kgs. which were also found in the messages more particularly
at PK 69 49, 7 068, 7 07 6, 7 O83, 7 489, 7 LO l, 7 23O, etc
iv) In the messag es at PK 6857, 6860 it w
that country of origin
said B/E the country
to be written as 'Ethiopia'. In the In
!.;
of origin is also 'Ethiopia'
-k
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v) the goods were described as Natural GoId Ore Concentrates under CTH
26|69OLO in the B/E. I find the same as very much in line with the
messages at PK 6445, 6541, 6546,6550, 6560, 6566, 6572,ec. whereby
Shri Sanjay Patel had insisted to Shri Sachin to mention so;

vi) The purity of goods as per Kaloti report conveyed through the message
PK 6823 and 6826 was 74.5o/o whereas in the packing list dated
l4.Ll.2OL3 of M/s GStar and furnished alongwith the aforesaid BE the
purity mentioned was 74.51o/o and subsequently Shri Kartikey
Vasanthbhai Soni in his report dated 20.11.2013 had also confirmed the
purity as 17.9 Kt. Qa.9%l;

vii)the said consignment was shipped via Ernirates Airlines through M/s
Transguard and the same were mentioned in the messages at PK 6124,
6296, 6205,6497,67 98, 7 230, etc.

2L.17

Therefore, it is clearly established that tJle aforesaid messages were
exchanged between Shri Sanjay Patel and Shri Sachin of GStar, Dubai; that
goods were prepared by him as per the instruction of Shri Sanjay Patel through
these WhatsApp messages and imported by M/s MMZ vide B/E No. 3820322
and all these descriptions are matching with each other in messages as well as
B/8. It is also clearly established beyond doubt that the aforesaid consignment
of fake 'gold ore concentrate'was sent by M/s Gstar, Dubai. The reasons for
preparing the 'gold ore concentrate'was clarified by Shri Sanjay Patel vide PK
6541 to 6572 r.e. the misdeclaration was done with intent not only to
circumvent the RBI regulations but also to evade payment of appropriate
customs duty. Therefore, I find that there is no basis to 'disown' these
rmessages and the same is overwhelmingly corroborated.

21.18

Therefore, I hold that the consignment no. 3 imported vide B/E No.
3820322 dated 16. 11.2013 is not naturally occurring "Gold Ore Concentrate"
but 'man made gold nuggets' mixed with other metals, soil, cement, etc.
classifiable under CTH 7108.

Consisnment No. 4 - B/E No. 3986187 dated O4.12.2013

22.1

This Bill of Entry is mentioned at sl. No. 4 of Annexure-A to the

SCN. (hereinafter referred to as consignment no. 4)

22.2

Relevant messages are from PK 7941 dated 16. 1 1.2013 onwards.
Regarding an enquiry by Shri Sachin, Sanjay Patel informed that the sarne was
discussed over phone earlier but again repeated the formula v\2., 'Geru + Red
Cement + water + gold = gold ore ancentrates' and for drying the same very
low heat is required. Shri Sanjay Patel vide subsequent messages advised Shri
Sachin to meticulously follow his instructions regarding selection of
lingredients, its ratio and asked for trial of very small quantities so as to avoid
last moment nervousness that would end up in derailment of entire plan,

lwhich ultimately may invite doubts in the minds of Customs. He further
cautioned that if they leave any weak point, they might be caught at any
moment and would lose two-three years to solve a problem with Customs and
hence it was advised to make perfectly the same kind of material at all times.
Shri Sachin had informed that his friend had gone for collecting red colour
cement and if the same was received, he would prepare demo by next day
(17.11.2013). I tind that Shri Sanjay Patel had repeatedly reminded not to
waste time that would delay next shipment and further instructed the method
of mixing geru + cement + water and its ratio and also to ensure that the gold
purity is fxed at 75% approximately, so that the gold value would also be frxed;
that thereafter he could steadily increase the quantity and could solve the
problems on his own without calling Shri Sanjay Patel again and again (PK
8385 to 8390).

(}
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22.3

While referring to messages dated l7.ll.2}Lg onwards, I find that
Shri Sachin had started tJle 'preparation' of goods for next consignment; that
upon seeing the images, Shri Sanjay Patel asked him to pour 25 ml water more
in the small vessel and prepare the paste and also advised him to follow the
instructions strictly. In between they had exchanged certain images as well.
For evaporation, he had given option of different method viz., focus bulb of
10O-200V, fan, keeping outside if it is sunny day or use of vacuum. To a
suggestion, Shri Sanjay Patel told that since the hair drier was instantly
available, it could be tried and he appreciated for giving such idea (PK 8926).
Further, while observing the images, Shri Sanjay Patel had advised to observe
the changes after giving mild heat through gas burner (PK 8998 to 9004). Since
the aforesaid experiment appeared to be satisfactory, Shri Sachin informed that
next day he would continue with the same test and for that purpose, he would
gather all the required materials viz., night lamp, big hair dryer,3-4 big steel
bowl, steel bucket, geru, etc. (PK 9013 to 9016). Regarding proposal to obtain
geru from Kerala (PK 9016), Shri Sanjay Patel replied that he would arrange
the same and accordingly sent 10O kg. geru (PK 91 10). Subsequently, on
19.11.2013 Shri Sachin had sent the images and informed that tJ e goods were
ready and its weighment was 500 gms.

22.4

Shri Sanjay Patel on 2O.1L.2O13 had asked Shri Sachin to
immediately make another shipment of 22OO gms.(PK 9213 onwards)
Subsequently, they had shared the information/documents required for
submission in Bank for preparations of advance payment towards next
consignment. On 26.11.2013, Shri Sachin asked to check the mail as he had
already sent the proforma in letterpad and after making certain modilications
Shri Sanjay Patel sent it back and further asked him to write Ethiopia as
country of origin instead of Ghana, West Africa. On 29.1I.2013, it was
informed that an amount of Rs. 29,17,593 i.e. USD 46,500l- had been debited
from the account. On 30. 1 1 .2013 Shri Sachin had sent an image and
subsequently mentioned the ratio of different ingredients viz., Zitc l00gm,
Copper 200gm, cadmium 5 gm, silver 30 gm. per kg. gold, for which Shri
Sanjay Patel suggested to reduce the silver lmg and instead advised to put
palladium lmg. I find he has repeated the final ratio once again; that for 2.2
kgs it was advised to calculate the ratio accordingly. Subsequently, certain

images/messages were exchanged and advised to reduce copper, to which Shri
Sachin replied in positive. On 01.12.2O13, Shri Sanjay Patel suggested to add
'gold Ore Concentrate Grains' and in the bottom Alloy' in the Kaloti Certificate.
In between they had again exchanged images of 'grains' and in order to gauge
the size, he was asked to keep a pen beside to it and click the photo.
Subsequently, after seeing the photo, Shri Sanjay Patel opined that it would
have been better if little bigger size is available, however advised him to act fast
and start working. It was further reminded that the goods required to be
prepared were of 2200 gms and not of 2 kgs. and the bill should be prepared as
per the material content, otherwise difficulties would arise at Customs. It was
further informed that they should keep the total weight at 6200 gms. instead of
6.250 kgs. but purity would remain 7 5.94o/o i.e. 18.23 Kt. Subsequently, they
had exchanged the images of packing list, export covering letter, commercial
invoice, etc. Shri Sachin had further informed that total metal weight was 2620
gms. Therefore, upon calculating the same, Shri Sanjay Patel informed that
total purity would become 7.68 kt. On 03.12.203, Shri Sanjay Patel informed

that he had mailed the documents and the import file was getting ready at
CHA's Offrce and was waiting for airway bill. In the midnight of 03lO4.l2.2Ol3,
it was confirmed that the goods have been cleared by Dubai Customs and the
Transguard would deliver Airway Bill in the morning. On 06.12.2O13 it was
informed that the goods have been released and the same reached Indore.
Corroboratlon of conslgnment No. 4 utlth abow WhatsApp mcsso'ges :

22.5

At this juncture, I would like
dated 04.L2.20 13 appearing t sl. No. p

Bill of Entry No. 3986187
to the SCN and find
h
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I

that the description mentioned therein is matching with the above description.
For brevity, the same are discussed hereinbelow

i)

ii)

iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

:

the quantity mentioned in the aforesaid Bill of Entry is the

which was conveyed through WhatsApp messages PK 9213 &
whereby it was informed that he should prepare goods weighing

same
9215
22OO

mg;

In the invoice dated 02.12.2013 country of origin is mentioned

as
Ethiopia and advance paJment received as US$ 46,500 and balance
US $ 35030 to be paid within 7 working days which is matching with
the messages Vide PK 11251 whereby it was informed that an amount
of Rs. 29,17,593 i.e. USD 46,500/- was debited. Further vide PK
15168, it was confirmed that balance amount of US$35030 received.

The total weight mentioned in the invoice was 6200 gms. which is
matching with the message at PK 12334 to L2337
Similarly, purity was mentioned in the Kaloti report 75.94o/o i.e. 18.23
Kt.which is matching with the messages atPK 12340, 12342
BE was filed on 04.12.2013 which is matching with messages at PK
12504, 12561, etc.
The said goods were sent via Emirates Airline, through Transguard
which is matching with many messages at PK 12606, L2617, L2655,
r270L, t2763

22.6
In view thereof, it is established by way of corroborative evidences
like in the case of consignment No. 3 that the goods prepared by M/s GStar as
per the instruction of Shri Sanjay Patel through these WhatsApp messages and
imported by M/s MM Zaveri vide B/E No. 3986187 dated 04.12.2013 were the
same and all these descriptions are perfectly matching to each other.
22.7

I, therefore, hold that the goods in question are man macle gold
nuggets and not the gold ore concentrates as declared by the importer.

Consignment No. 1 & 2 - BIE. No, 2
3330689 and 2O.O9.2O13

3O43 dated 1 6.07. 20L3 and B/E No.

23.L
These Bills of Entry are mentioned at sl. No. I and 2 of Annexure-A
to the SCN. (hereinafter referred to as consignment nos. I & 2)
23.2
Further, I find that at WhatsApp mesages PK 6539 & 654() dated
12.11.2013 Shri Sanjay Patel had mentioned that he had cleared last three
shipments in the same manner and a total 14 consignments during 2008 to
2013. More particularly, at message PK 6544 he has informed that the last
consignment of 2500 gms. was cleared by him declaring it under CTH
26L69O|O. While referring to the Annexure A Sl.No.2 of SCN, I find that M/s
MMZ had cleared a consignment of 2500 gms. of 'Gold Ore Concentrate' vide
Bill of Entry No.3330689 dated 2O.O9.2OL3 through Air Cargo Complex,
Ahmedabad. The same was corroborated with the admission of different
witnesses in their respective statements. It is pertinent to mention here that
none of them retracted their statements and therefore, the same can be
corroborated with each other and accordingly substantiate the allegations
made in the SCN. Therefore, it is established beyond doubt that M/s MMZ had
misdeclared the aforesaid consignment of 2500 gms gold appearing at sl. No. 2
of the Annexure to the SCN and evaded payment of higher rate of duty and also
violated the RBI regulations. Similar is the case of consignment appearing at sl.
No. 1 covered under Bill of Entry No. 2723043 dated 16.07.2013. Besides, Shri
Sanjay Patel in his statement dated 28129.O1.2014 had also specihcalll' stated
the import of two consignments in the months of July, 2013 and SePtember,
2013 from Shri Hardik Patel of M/s. Shreeman Diamond and Jewellery WE at
I Drb"i by declaring it as Gold ore concentrate. Therefore, it is clearly
established that these two consigrrments were lrepared' by M/s Shreeman
M/s MMZ.
Diamond and Jewellery FZE Dubai and ex

tY'
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25.3

Therefore, I hold that the goods imported vide B/E No. 2723043
dated 16.07.2013 and B/E No. 3330689 and2O.O9.2013 were also man made
gold nuggets mixed with other metals and soil, cement, etc. and not the gold
ore concentrates.

Other consignments

24.1
The noticees have argued that the WhatsApp messages pertaining
to consignment no. 3 and 4 even if considered true, cannot be made applicable
to consignment at sl. no. 5 to 15.
24.2
The WhatsApp messages pertaining to consignment no. 3 and 4, as
discussed above, clearly indicate that the goods imported were not gold ore
concentrate but an artificial mixture of gold with other metals in soil, sand etc.
The process of preparing such artilicial mixture has already been elaborated
and discussed in above paras. The subsequent WhatsApp messages therefore,
do not cover the process of manufacture elaborately again and again. However,
in the subsequent messages there are clear indications that the same process
has been used to prepare subsequent consignments. I may mention that next
I 1 consignments have been imported into India during a short span of roughly
about 40 days (from 14.12.13 to 23.01.14). Some of relevant messages are
mentioned below:
Conslgnment No. 5

- B/E

No. 4080363 dated 14.12.2O13

24.3
The messages exchanged from 4 .12.20 13 onwards indicate that
draft purchase order and draft proforma invoice is sent by Sanjay Patel to

Sachin. On 7.12.L3 Sachin informs that he has 2500 sms. of pure eold of 82.5
touch and Saniav Patel advices him to prepare eold mixture of 7 5o/o purity. (PK
13429 to 13433) After exchanging further messages, on 12.12.13 Sanjay Patel
informs Sachin that he has sent some money through Swift on L2.L2.20L3.
These details match with the consignment no. 5 covered by BE No.4080363
dated 14.12.2013. The corresponding invoice dated 1O.L2.2013 indicates an
advance remittance of USD 75,000. This matches with the message dated
10.12.13, where there is mention about some amount being sent through Swift
as advance. The fact that it was clearly mentioned that the soods of 7570
puri$ are to be preDared and that some ouantitv of sold was available with
Sachin, clearly indicates that this consignment was also prepared in similar
fashion as consignment no. 3 and 4.

Consignment no. 6 - B/E No. 4137A96 dated 2O.12.2O13

24.4

In messages dated 15.12.2013, it is mentioned that for getting 4
kgs. of pure gold, the consignment should be of about ll to L2 kgs.(PK 14299
to 14302). Further an amount of USD 75,000 was transferred to Sachin on
16.12.13, which is duly acknowledged by

to confirm to

him.

Sanjay Patel also asks Sachin

e bank that he was to get USD161144 towards the export
business and show the swift copy so that bank would release the payment.
Certain documents are approved by Sanjay Patel after making changes on
18.12.13. On 18.12.13, In WhatsApp message PK 14776, Sachin informs
tJ

Sanjay Patel that process on mate rial is still soins on. These details match with
consignment no. 6, covered by B/E No. 4137896 dated2O.L2.2013. This B/E
has been filed on 20.12.13 and quantity declared is 11.875 kgs., which is
between 11 to 12 kgs as mentioned in the messages. Further, corresponding
invoice no. MMZ/GSJ/Cl-O4 dated 78.12.2013 clearly indicates receipt of an
advance payment ofUSD 75,000 against the total €unount ofUSD 161L44 for a
quantity of 1 1.875 kgs.

24.5

The matching of this crucial
mentioned that material is still under

S

a-longwith the fact that it is
ly indicate t1lat the goods of

b
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this consignments were also prepared in the same artd similar

manner

artificially as in case of consignment no. 3 and 4.
Conslgnment no. 7 - Btll of Entry No. 4181155 dated 25.12.2O13

24.6 On 2L.12.2OL3, Shri Sachin has informed that material weighing 2 kgs.
was ready with him and asked whether the same could be sent, for which Shri
Sanjay Patel agreed. Accordingly, proforma invoice was sent through mail. It
was informed that the purity touches 75.77o/o and was going to get Kaloti report
and the total weighment of the material was 780O gms. Subsequently, Shri
lsanjay Patel calculated total rate of goods as @ 1 1 .94$ per gram (PK I 5 156) . It
lwas communicated that the Airwaybill was sent through mail on 24.12.2013.
24.7 At this juncture, I would like to refer the Bill of Entry No. 4181155 dated
25.L2.2O13 appearing at sl. No. 7 of the Annexure to the SCN and find that the
description mentioned therein is matching. For the brevity, the same are
discussed hereinbelow:

F

)

The aforesaid bill of entry was filed on 25.12.2013 and the quantity
declared was 78O0 mgs, which is matching with messages at PK 15148
to 15183.
In the packing list and Kaloti report purity was shown as 75.778 o/o
which is matching witl messages at PK 15137

24.8
In view of the above, it is clear that even this consignment was also
prepared in a similar manner as discussed in consignment no. 3 and 4.
Conalgnment no. 8
I

24.9

- B/E No. 421A394 &ted

3O.12.2O14

In one message Shri Sachin has informed t'I'at he was_@pgligd

Ithe eoods and the same could be exported on that day itself i.e. 29.L2.2O13 (PK
, 15573 & 15575). To a further query, Shri Sachin explained (PK 15581) that he
had prepared the Tulia' (masalal
was Duttins it in the soil. Further
messages indicate that Shri Sachin had prepared the documents and sent it to
Transguard and the copy of AWB had also been sent through the mail (PK
156221. Vide PK 15592, Shri Sanjay Patel informed that since the new
shipment's documents are required to be handed over, he was asked to give a
call soon after completion of work. Vide PK 15597 Shri Sanjay Patel advised
Shri Sachin that once he would become free from preparins the work of
'er.ains'. both of them would be online and thereafter they would prepare the
documents. Subsequently, it was informed that all the documents including
the Airwaybill were sent through mail.

From the above conversation, I lind that Shri Sachin had
24.10
prepared the 'goods' and sent it on 29.12.2013. On the very next day, i.e.
30.12.2013, M/s MM Zaveit.ad filed Bill of Entry No. 4218594 for clearance of
'natural gold ore concentrate' of 7.590 kgs, This corroborates the WhatsApp
imessages. In the messages I do not find any discussion regarding transfer of
money for this particular consignment. On checking the details of advance
r payment, if
any, made in the invoice dated 29.12.2013, it is found that against
the column 'payment' '700o/o pagment afier deliuery'is mentioned.

24.L1

In view of the above discussion, it is clear that the goods covered
by consignment 8 are also not naturally occurring gold ore concentrate but
artificial mixture as in case of consignment no. 3 and 4.
Coaslgnment ao. 9 to 15

24.12

On 30.12.2013, Shri Sachin has asked to check the mail for the
nts by next day. It was
proforma invoice so that he could
D
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further informed that on 31..L2.2O13, he had sent all the documents through
mail with copy to Transguard.

24.19

Shri Sachin on 31.L2.2013 enquired about the quantity of goods
required to be sent, for which Shri Sanjay Patel responded that first of all the
goods which have already arrived was required to be cleared. He has further
informed that he has not received the proforma invoice for the previous
consignment for which the Customs olficers were demanding and therefore the
sarne was treated as incomplete. The process would be same, except the
advance payment.

24.14

Subsequently, on 31.12.2013 Shri Sachin had sent certain images
from PK 15870 to 15908 and asked to check the mail. While referring to the
same, Shri Sanjay Patel commented that all the documents were sent together,
which are required to be verified. Shri Sachin further informed that he had
mailed the commercial invoice, packing list, etc. and also sent the same to
Transguard. Vide PK 1594f Shri Sanjay Patel informed that purchase order
date as 30, proforma invoice date as 3l and commercial invoice date as lst.
Shri Sachin, on 01.01.2O14 vide PK15950 had enquired whether the goods
have reached. Vide PK 1596O onwards it was conveyed that Shri Sanjay Patel
was in CHA's Office and the file was got processed and it was expected that the
material would be cleared by next day. This matches with B/E t{o.424G)13
dated O1.O1.2O14 (consignment No. 9)

24.15 On 01.01.2014 vide PK 15956 to 15968, Shri Sanjay Patel asked to
talk to 'lcrother'and accordingly send a small shipment of 97 -98 thousand $
urgently. Vide PK f 6005, Shri Sanjay Patel informed that an amount of Rs.
1,OO,29,956.47 was debited by transfer. On O2.01.2O14 (PK 16006 to 16014)
Shri Sachin had sent certain images and asked to check the mail. It was also
informed that copy of the same was also sent to Transguard. Being not
satisfied, Shri Sanjay Patel asked to send proforma invoice without which he
could not file bill of entry. However, since Shri Sachin was in Sharjah, it was
informed that the same would be sent; however, Airway Bill had already been
sent.

24.16

Shri Sachin vide PK 16120 dated 05.01.2014 had informed that
the export will be done by next day and the documents will also be prepared,
however, Kaloti report had already been sent. From PK 16156 onwards certain
images were sent by Shri Sachin and told Shri Sanjay Patel that Airway has
been sent. In response, vide PK 16169 onwards Shri Sanjay Patel informed that
they had received the Airway Bill and it appeared that the goods had also
arrived, but he has not received money from 'lcrother'.

24.17

Vide 16189 dated 08.01.2014 Shri Sachin had informed that there
was an export consignment and the documents would be prepared. Further,
vide PK 76202 onwards Shri Sachin informed that the documents were sent.

24.La

From the above, I find that the messages were not specified the
preparation of 'goods', but it appears the same method have been followed for
the aforesaid consignment as well, particularly in view of circumstantial and
corroborative evidences in the form of admission statement of different
witnesses including Shri Sanjay M Patel, Shri Vipul Desai, Shri Kartikey V
Soni, CHA personnel's, etc.

24,19

Bills of Entry have been filed in quick succession from 01.01.2O14
onwards. It is already mentioned that on 29.12.13 Sachin has mentioned in
his messages that he was preparing mixture by putting it in the soil. In the
subsequent messages, various documents required to clear the consignments
have been exchanged between Sanjay Patel and Sachin.
o
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24.20

In one message, Sanjay Patel has asked Sachin to send a small

shipment of 97-98,0O0 USD.(PK 15968) This matches with the consigament
covered by S/p 4256731 dated O3.O1.2O14 where the quantity is
7.710 kgs. and value indicated is 99690 USD.

po. lO

24,21 On 14.01.2014, alter sending certain images (PK 16510 to 16563)
Sachin asks Sanjay to pick up the phone and further sought his opinion upon
checking the look of thg frew eoods (PK 16564 to 16566). Further, I find that
Sanjay insists Sachin (PK 16596 onwards) to write purity 37.83% instead of
33o/o i.e.9.08 Carat and upon calculating he asks to fix the rate at 12.55/gms.
for 7000 gms, which would come to US$ 87850. In tl.is regard, while ref'erring
to the documents of consig[aent l{o. 13, covered urder B/E No. 4362463
dated 16.01.2014, I find that in the Commercial Invoice No. MMZIGSJ/1314/Cl-|1 dated 15.01.2O14 the said details were reflecting as

9.O8

Karat-37.83%o + O.35% of pure gold content and the quantity shown as 7000
grns @ 12.77 US$/gms. Further messages indicate that the goods were sent
through Transguard and the documents on 15.1 l.2OL4.

24.22

In message dated 12.01 . 14 (PK 16373 onwards) Shri Sachin sent
images
and explained that the same-were prepar, ed on that day only. It
certain
was further informed that lumps were smaller an d had taken 60 ems. of soods
94d-f-ASgs,-9I rnud. In response, Shri Sanjay Patel upon satisrying it, asked
him to click the photo after keeping a pen just beside it (PK16387-16389).
Accordingly, Shri Sachin informed that he had sent the photo by keeping a pen
alongside.

24.23

From the above, it is clear that during the intervening period, before
the 16fi consignment was intercepted by DRI, the process of preparing the
mkture remained almost the same. Gold was mixed with other metal, sand
and cement etc. to look like natural occurring gold ore. I have taken into
account the detailed process of preparing this mixture as mentioned in the
WhatsApp messages of consignment no. 3 and 4 and subsequent consignments
as detailed above. These are corroborated by the evidences and the report of
IIT, Mumbai. Therefore, I have no hesitation in arriving at the conclusion that
all the 16 consignments covered by SCN were not naturally occurring gold ore
concentrates consignments but artifrcial mixture of gold mixed with other
metals, soil and cement etc. to look like an ore.

vance of sta

Al.L

I hnd that Shri Sanjay Patel in his statement dated 28129.01.2014
'when confronted with the dotuments at page 3 I and 33 (RUD No. 12)
rrecovered from his business premises situated at 2O2, koi Na PadaChawk,
Khambhat (Cambay) and referred to hereinabove had admitted that the same
was cost sheet/valuation statement with regard to various inputs going into
the shipments of gold which was imported by him in the guise of gold ore
concentrate; that the lirst row shows the rate of pure gold bar(995) and the
other rows show the rate for transhipment of the consignment, Kaloti Test
Report, silver metal which is used for mixing, the charges of melting of gold
and other metals used in the miing such as zinc, cadmium and copper, cost of
packing materials used for packing, cost of cement and colour used in the
mixing, cost of red soil used in the mixing, etc. In the said statement, he has
also admitted that he has imported two consignments in similar manner from
Shri Hardik of M/s Shreeman Diamond and Jewellery ME, Dubai.

25..2

For arriving at the conclusion that all the 16 consignments were
gold and not gold ore concentrates, I also take support of the statement dated
,28129.01.2014 of Sanjay Patel. When he was confronted with the cost sheet
of artificially preparing the
recovered from his office indicating the
s operandi of mixing gold
mixture, he had admitted that he devised
r to import gold to India
of 995 purity with other metal , soil,
'eqd
.:
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by declaring it as "Natural Gold Ore Concentrate', Unrefined Gold Ores and
Metallics Raw Alluvial Gold 9.21 Karat-38.39 + 0.35% of Pure Gold Count.";
that the reasons for this is that import of gold of 995 purity is not permissible
except by nominated banks and agencies; that further the duty structure is
also very high; that by declaring it as "Natural Ore Concentrate' it was
classified under Chapter 2616 and the goods of the said heading are free
importable and chargeable to only basic customs duty @ 2.5%; that he has
imported total 15 consignment of goods, by mixing it in the above manner, one
through Air Cargo Complex, Mumbai and remaining 14 through Air Cargo
Complex, Ahmedabad in the name of his lirm M/s. Mulchand M. Zaveri.

I

25.3

Further, I find that Shri Rohit Jadav in his statement dated
24.01.2014 has also confirmed that all the earlier 11 consignments too were
similar to the one seen at the time of examination of the goods imported vide
B/E No. 4434128 dated 23.01.2014

25.4

Shri Mohanlal Jadia, had confirmed in his statement dated

O3.O2.2O14 that the gold particles were removed from t1le imported mixture by
simply washing them in clean water. The same process was also confirmed by
Vipul Desai in his statement dated L8.O7.2OI4 and also Shri Kartikay
Vasantbhai Soni, Govt. approved valuer.

25,5

Further, the process of separation of the gold particles from

mud/sand described by Shri Sanjay M Patel, Shri Vipul Desai, Shri Vasantbhai
Kartikey Soni and Mohanlal S Jadia are same. It is further observed that for
the goods covered under all these consignments separation ofgold was done by
simply washing with normal water and they had not carried out any process
which was required to extract and recovery of the gold particles from the
natural ore.

25.6

I find that none of the witnesses

had retracted their statements
recorded under Section 1O8 of Customs Act and the same are corroborated
with the test report of IIT and WhatsApp messages and hence the same hold
valid. I find that the aJoresaid statements were not retracted by Shri Sanjay
Patel even during the course of further statements or while he was produced
before the Hon'ble Judge and therefore, still hold valid. Further, I find that
these statements were corroborated with circumstantial evidences and hence
did serve the purpose of strengthening the allegation that M/ s MMZ had
imported the goods under the guise of 'ore concentrates' in order to evade
payment of appropriate customs duty and also to circumvent the issue of RBI
regulations. I find that the denial of admitted statements while filing the reply
to the Show Cause Notice can only be considered as only an afterthought and
does not have any evidentia4r value.

26.1

Further, I lind that the noticee has been repeatedly harping on the
issue that revenue has not established as to what are the special treatment
made on the goods that these lost their characteristic as bre'or toncentrate'
and became 'gold' to be reclassified the same under CTH 71O8. For this
argument, they have taken support of HSN Note for CTH 26L6. In this regard,
while referring to the different relied upon documents, statements, etc., I find
that the said imported gold particles were separated from the soil/sand by
simply washing with normal water and no special treatments were carried out
in order to convert the same into semi-manufactured form that would
eventually change the classification to CTH 7108. Shri Sanjay Patel in his
statements had also admitted that the same were 'prepared' out of 995 purity
gold and the reasons for the same was repeatedly explained by him to Shri
Sachin that not only it attracts higher rates of customs duty but also import
was regulated by RBI. Once it is admitted that the goods were not at all ore
question of any special
concentrate but are artificial mixture, the
pared gold with other
treatment to be given to bre'. An artificial
tallurgical treatment to
metals in sand, etc. does not qulre
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extract gold. Therefore,

I find that these arguments

deserve to be rejected

being baseless.

26.2

There are number of judgements stating that the onus for proving
that the benefit of any concession is available to them, is on the importer. I
have already arrived at the conclusion in the above paras that importers have
failed to prove that the item imported by item was naturally occurring gold
concentrate; therefore, they are not eligible to claiming concession.

27.

From the above, I hold that the goods imported in all the 16
consignments mentioned are gold mixed with soil, sand etc. and therefore,
blassifiable under CTH 71081300 and chargeable to duty accordingly.

I

28.1

As M/s MMZ have resorted to suppression of facts and information
and mis-declaration in the BEs, the demand has been rightly made by invoking
extended period. All these facts were brought on record by the oflicers through
the detailed investigation. Therefore, they are also liable for penal action under
Section 112(a) and 114A of Customs Act, 1962. They are also liable to penalty
under Section 114AA of Customs Act, 1962 as they have filed wrong
documents before Customs.

2A.2

The noticees have been asked as to why the goods imported by
them should not be held liable for confiscation. The importers have resorted to
mis-declaration and suppression of facts and evaded the duty and imported
these consignments in contravention of the FTP. As per Para 2.1 (a) of the FTP
2OO9-2O14 "Exports and Imports shall be 'Free', except when regulated. Such
regulation would be as per FTP and/or ITC (HS)." As per the ITC (HS)
Classilication of Import & Export Items the import of goods falling under
Chapter 7108 i.e Gold is free subject to RBI Regulations. In terms of Circular
No.13/2013-2014 dated OllOT l2OL3 issued by the Reserve Bank of India only
Nominated Banks and Agencies are allowed to import gold. The import of gold
by nominated banks and agencies was further regu.lated by A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular NO. 15 dated22.O7.2Ol3. The said circular enunciated the 8O/20
iguidelines for import of gold as per which 20% of the imported gold is
compulsorily required to be exported.

28.3

M/s. MMZ are neither bank nor an agency nominated by the

Reserve Bank of India for import of goid and the said firm is not allowed to
import gold in terms of ITC (HS) and the F-.IP 2.009-?ql4 this action on their
part is in contravention of the provision of the FIP and also Section 111(d) and
(m) of Customs Act, 1962. However, the goods of only 16th consignment were
seized and the same can be confiscated. The goods covered under earlier 15
consignments had already been assessed and cleared. I accordingly hold that
the goods under seizure are liable for confiscation.

29.L

Therefore, I hold that the goods covered under consignment No. 16
viz., Bill of Entry No.4434128 dated23.Ql.2014 valued at Rs. 1,32,08,6401-,
which was seized on 29.01.2014 under Section 110 of Customs Act, 1962 is
liable for confiscation under Section 111(d) and (m) of the Customs Act, 1962.
The said goods were ordered to be released provisionally on 14.06.2016 subject
to execution of Bond of Rs. 1,32,08,640 I - and a Bank Guarantee of Rs.
1
!66,04,320/-. However, I find that the noticee has not furnished the Bond and
Bank Guarantee till date and hence the status quo of seizure is mairrtained.
Nevertheless, I would like to extend the benefit of option to the noticee to pay
redemption fine in lieu of confrscation under Section 125 of the Customs Act,

t962.

29.2

There is a proposal to impose penalty under Section 112(a) of the
tion of goods which would
Customs Act against M/sMMZ for impro
goods
111 (d) and (m) on
liable for confisca
render the
o
payment of apProPriate
ation in o
account of wilful misde
("
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Customs duty and also to circumvent the RBI regulations as detailed in the
SCN. All these acts and omission on the part of M/ s MMZ rendered the
imported goods covered under Bill of Entry No. 4434128 dated 23.01.2014
liable for confiscation and hence I hold that M / s MMZ is liable for penal action
under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, L962 in respect of the said
consignment.

29.3

Regarding proposal for conhscation of 15 consignments of Gold
imported in the guise of Natural Gold Ore Concentrate by mis-declaring the
description of the goods before the Customs authorities cleared in the past, I
agree with the arguments raised by the noticee regarding confiscation. I find
that it is a settled legal position that the goods cannot be confiscated in view of
the fact that the same were assessed frnally and were not seized and hence the
same are not available for confiscation.

29,4

I find that M/s. MMZ had imported 16 consignments of Gold of

995 purity in the guise of the 'Gold Ore Concentrate during the period from
July, 2013 to January, 2Ol4 for a value of Rs.12,08,06,499 l- wherein Customs
duty leviable was Rs.1,24,43,O7O l-. As discussed hereinabove at para 29.1,I
hold the goods covered under consignment 16 is liable for conhscation. Since
the earlier consignments viz., l-15 were finally assessed and cleared and not
seized and not available, I hold the same cannot be confiscated. However, the
differential dut5r can very well be demanded and recovered by invoking
provisions of Section 28$l of the Customs Act, L962 in view of the facts of
collusion, willful misstatement, suppression of facts, etc. as discussed at
length in the SCN and findings hereinabove. I find that the total assessable
value arrived at in the SCN for the said 15 consignment is Rs. 10,75,97,859 land duty involved Rs. 1,10,82,580/-. As against the same, I lind that M/s.
MMZ have paid Customs duty totally amounting to Rs. 27,70,647 l- in respect
of the said 15 consigrrments. Therefore, they had evaded Customs dutlr
amounting to Rs. 83,11,9391- in respect of the said 15 consignments, apart
from circumventing the import restrictions imposed under the FlfP 2009-2014.
Therefore, the demand of differential duty of Rs. 83,1L,9331- is required to be
confirmed in terms of Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, L962 along with
applicable interest under Section 28AA ibid. As the duty has been evaded by
resorting to misstatement, suppression of facts, etc., they are also liable to
penalty under Section 114A of the Act.

29.5

There is a proposal in the SCN for imposition of penalty under
Section 112(a) of the Customs Act against M/s MMZ. I lind that the willful
mis-statement and suppression of facts by M/s. MMZ has led to short levy of
Customs duty of Rs.83,11,933/- in respect of 15 consignments thus rendering
them liable for penalty under Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962, in as
much as the duty amounting to Rr.83,11r933/- in respect of 15 consignments
was short levied by reason of wilful mis-statement and suppression of facts and
willful collusion with their overseas suppliers, they have also rendered
themselves liable for pena.l action under the provisions of Section 112(a) of the
Customs Act, 1962. However, as I propose to impose a penalty under Section
114A in respect of these 15 consignments, in view of the flfth proviso to Section
114A, separate penalty is not required to be imposed under Section 112(a) of
the Customs Act.

29.6
I find that Shri Sanjay Patel, Partner of M/s. MMZ was the
mastermind behind the devised modus operandi of importing Gold in the guise
of Natural Gold Ore Concentrate. The evidences brought on record clearly
established that Shri Sanjay Patel was giving step by step instructions to Shri
Sachin of Dubai for preparation of fake Gold Ore Concentrate. Shri Sanjay
Patel is found to have been monitoring the preparation of the said 'gold ore
concentrate' by calling for photographs,
tio in which the various
palladi
other metals viz. copper, silver,
to be added and at what
temperature, mixing of soil, geru, 'ec
ter was to take place. I
'g.
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find that he had also explained to Sachin that the import of gold in original
form attracts higher rate of duty and moreover the same regulated by REII and
instructed to misdeclare the goods in Proforma Invoice, Commercial Invoice,
hacking List, etc. Shri Sanjay Patel in collusion with his overseas suppliers has
Pvaded Customs duty by resorting to mis-declaration of the description of the
goods as also mis-declaration of the country of origin of the goods imported by
M/ s. MMZ, which renders the goods liable for confrscation under Section
1 11(d) & (m) of the Customs Act, 1962. For the above mentioned acts of
omission and commission, I find that Shri Sanjay Patel has rendered himself
liable for penal action under the provisions of Section 112(a) of the Customs
'Act, 1962. Further, he is also liable for penal action under the provisions of
Section 114AA of the Customs Acl, 1962 as he has used false and incorrect
material in import documents to evade the duty.

3O.1
There is a proposal to impose penalty under Section 112(a) of the
Customs Act on M/s Ramraj Natural Resources Pvt. Ltd., Surat on the ground
that they had aided and abetted Shri Sanjay Patel and M/s MMZ in importing
and selling the goods in question. In their defence reply, M/s RNRL had
denied all the charges and submitted that they had never purchased 'Gold ore
Concentrate' from M/s MMZ but had purchased'semi processed gold'suitable
for making omaments/jewellary and also gold strips and that their business
relations were at arms length; that their employee Shri Vipul Desai hacl given
honorary services at Air Cargo Complex and the malafide intentions has not
tbeen proved during the investigations and hence no penalty is imposable.
3O.2
I find that M/s. Ramraj Natural Resources Pvt Ltd, Surat have
aided and abetted Shri Sanjay Patel and M I s MMZ by way of f,rnancial support
and also in the sale of the gold smuggled in the guise of natural gold ore
concentrate. Shri Vipul Desai, the person of the said firm aided and abetted
Shri Sanjay Patel in collecting the goods from the Air Cargo Complex and
subsequently retrieved the Gold by washing the sand/soil at his premises in
Ahmedabad. The retrieved gold was also melted and converted in to Gold Strips
by Shri Vipul Desai. These Gold Strips were thereafter sold under the invoices
of M/s. Ramraj Natural Resources Pvt Ltd, Surat. The said goods are liable for
confiscation under Section 111(d) & (m) of the Customs Act, 1962. In view of
the facts discussed hereinabove whereby it is clearly established that the goods
in question is nothing but 18 carat gold nuggets imported by M/s MMZ in the
guise of 'natural gold ore concentrates. It is also overwhelmingly established
from the discussion hereinabove that M/s RNRL has been providing
financial/ marketing support and Shri Vipul Desai has been collecting the

imported goods and subsequently separated the gold from the mixture,
prepared ranni and sold it to different customers, but issued invoices lbr gold
I ornaments/bangadi, etc., which indicate that they were aware of the nature of
' product
and knowingly dealt with the same. For these acts of omission and
commission, M/s Ramraj Natural Resources Pvt. Ltd, Surat and Shri Vipul
Desai have rendered themselves liable for penal action under the provisions of
Section 1 l2(a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

Further, I find that there is a proposal to impose penalt5' under
Section 112(a) of the Customs Act on Shri Vipul Gordhanbhai Desai fo:: aiding
and abetting in collecting the goods from the Air Cargo Complex and
subsequently retrieved the Gold by washing the sand/ soil and thereafter
melted/converted and sold it to different persons. He has argu.ed that being an
bmployee, he should not be penalized. However, I find that he has actively
aided and abetted the modus operarldi of evasion of Customs duty. Therefore,
he cannot escape his responsibility. I find that the said goods are liable for
confiscation under Section 111(d) & (m) and he is liable for penaltv under
Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962

31.

32.L
A penalty under Section 112(a)
proposed against Shri Abhishek Goyal 1n
l)

\-

ustoms Act, 1962 has been
the ground that he was

(
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knowingly and actively involved in the smuggling of gold in the guise of fake
gold ore concentrate. However, in his defence reply he has denied all the
allegations and denied having known that Shri Sanjay Patel was importing any
gold for him in the guise of gold concentrate or any conspirary to smuggle gold
that might have been planned / executed by Shri Sanjay Patel.

t

g2.2

I

I frnd that Shri Abhishek Goyal, Managing Director of M/s. Ikuti

Bullion & Jewellers Rrt Ltd, Indore have knowingly and actively involved in the
smuggling of gold in the guise of the 'gold ore concentrate'. Shri Abhishek
Goyal in his statement dated 18.05.2015 admitted that Shri Sanjay Patel
offered him the gold in the form of strips at a cheaper rate than market price.
He further stated that Shri Sanjay Patel used to send the pictures regarding
extraction method of gold and its process loss and was also in regular contact.
One of the message read 'Aboue Image 299.48 Before Miing". Shri Abhishek
Goyal was also aware of the preparation of the fake gold ore concentrate.
Therefore, I find that he was fully aware that gold was being imported for him
by Shri Sanjay Patel in the guise of the 'gold ore concentrate'. The de+ial in the
defence re o1v can be considered as i ust afterthoueht. Therefore, as discussed in
detail in the SCN, the acts of omission and commission conducted by him, Shri
Abhishek Goyal has rendered himself liable for penal action under the
provisions of Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

33.1

In the SCN there is a proposal for imposition of penalty under
Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962 against M/s C.N. Gandevia Clearing &
Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd, Ahmedabad. The allegation against them is that
they had actively and knowingly connived with Shri Sanjay Patel and aided
M / s. MMZ in evading Customs duty; that they were aware that the goods
imported by M/s MMZ in guise of Natural Gold Ore Concentrate were in fact
goid classifrable under CTH 7108 as evidenced from the WhatsApp messages
exchanged between Shri Sanjay Patel and Shri Sachin; that the export
declaration filed with Dubai Customs was removed from other documents
before being presented before the Customs Officers, etc.

33.2

As against these allegations, M/s C.N. Gandevia Clearing &

Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd, Ahmedabad has submitted that they had acted
only as a normal bonafide Customs Agent for clearance of import goods; that
they were not aware about the transactions between Shri Sanjay Patel and Shri
Sachin and the misdeclaration of the imported goods for which they had liled
the B/E and other documents with ACC; that they came to know about Shri
Sachin and the WhatsApp messages between Sanjay and Sachin from the SCN;
that thev have not removed anv doc en ts from the SC to f oaoers submitted
before the Customs authorities fo r clearance of the imported bv M/s MMZ ; that
Shri Sanjay Patel in his statements nowhere stated that their clearing and
forwarding agent was aware about the misdeclaration of imported goods; that
their Directors in their statements explained each and every incidence in detail
i.e. from the introduction of Shri Sanjay Patel, collection of documents, filing of
B/E, payment of duty, etc.; that it is nowhere forthcoming from the statements
of their Directors that they were aware about the misdeclaration of imported
goods.

33.3

While referring to the records, I find that the no substantial evidence
is forthcoming to establish the involvement of the Customs Broker viz., M/s. C.
N. Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd, Ahmedabad in the
misdeclaration of the description of goods in the import documents. The
WhatsApp message no.7654 to 7677 referred to in the SCN is an exchange
between Shri Sanjay Patel and Shri Sachin. Shri Sanjay Patel states that
export shipping bill filed at Dubai Customs shall be removed by him from the
bunch of documents received while submitting hard copies of the same to
ere ls any mention of any
Customs alongwith Bill of Entry. Now
have been collected from
It
that
involvement of CHA.
appears
n tatement of any person of
Airlines by Shri Sanjay Patel himself.
1"
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CHA who allegedly removed export declaration before Dubai Customs from
other documents, while submitting to Indian Customs. Therefore, I conclude
liat the allegations against CHA are not proved. Hence, I find that no penalty
can be imposed on M/s. C. N. Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding Agents Pvt. Ltd,
Ahmedabad. In the SCN there is a just mention that tJley are liable for action
under Customs Brokers Licensing Regulations, 2013. However, no specific
proposal has been made. Therefore, no action under the Customs Brokers
Licensing Regulations, 2O13 is warranted on the basis of this SCN. This is
without prejudice to any action which may be separately taken under the
Regualtions on the basis of any evidence collected against them.
34

In view thereot I pass tJle following order -

ORDER
1

2.

I

reject classification of subject goods under CTH 2616901O and reclassiS the same under CTH 71081300.

I confiscate the goods declared as Natural Gold Ore Concentrate valued
at Rs.1,32,08,640/- (Rupees one crore thirty two lakh, eight thousand
six hundred forty only) imported under bill of entry No.4434128 dated
23.01.2014 under Section 111 (d) and (m) of the Customs Act, 1962.
However, I give an option to M/s Mulchand M Zaven under Section
125(1) of the Act to redeem the said goods declared as Natural Gold Ore
Concentrate on payment of a Redemption Fine in lieu of confiscation
amounting to Rs. 60,00,000/- (Rupees Sixty lakh only). The option of
Redemption Fine shall be exercised within 30 days of the receipt of this
Order, failing which the option would not be available to them and the
said goods declared as Natural Gold Ore Concentrate vest in the Central
Government, as provided under Section 126 of the Act. The goods may be
released after payment of appropriate duty, fine, penalty and an1' other
charges payable as per Secdon 125 (2) of the Customs Act, 1962.

I

I

J

impose a penalty of Rs. 10,00,000/-(Rupees Ten lakh only) on M/s.
Mulchand M. Zaveri, under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962 with
respect to consignment No. 16 imported under Bill of Entry No. 4434128
dated 23.01.2014.

4

I confirm demand and recovery of the Customs duty amounting to Rs.

I

83,11,933/- (Rupees Eighty three lakh eleven thousand nine hundred
thirty three on\r), against the consignments mentioned at S1. No. I to 15
of Annexure-A to the notice, under Section 28 (8) of the Customs Act,
1962 alongwith interest on the said differential customs duty under
Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962;
5.

I hold the goods imported under earlier 15 Bills of Entry (i.e.
consignment Nos. I to 15 mentioned at Annexure-A of SCN) as liable to

confiscation. As the goods have already been cleared in the past and not
physically available, the same cannot be confiscated.

6

I impose a penalty of Rs. 83,11,933/- (Rupees Eighty three lakh eleven
thousand nine hundred thirty three only) on M/s Mulchand M Zavei
under Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 with respect to the
consignment Sl. No. 1 to 15 of Annexure-A to the notice.

However, in terms of proviso to Section 114A, if such duty or interest, as
the case may be, as determined is paid alongwith interest, within thirty
days from the date of the communication of this order, the amount of
shall be twenty-five per cent
penalty liable to be paid under this
of the duty or interest, as the
, so determined. Provided
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further that the benelit of reduced penalty shall be available subject to
the condition that the amount of penalty so determined has also been
paid within the period of thirry days.
I do not impose any separate penalty under Section 112(a) of the
CUstoms Act, 1962 against M/s Mulchan d M Zaveri wittr respect to ttre
consignments mentioned at Sl. No. 1 to 15 of the Annexure iA,' of the
SCN.

7

8

9

I

impose a penalty of Rs. 50,00,000/-(Rupees Fifty lakh only) under
Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962 and a penalty of Rs.
20,00,O0O/- (Rupees twenty lakh only) under Section 114AA of the
Customs Act, 1962 on Shri Sanjaykumar M Patel, Partner of M/s.
Mulchand M. Zavei.

I impose a penalty of Rs. 20,00,000/- (Rupees twenty takh only) on M/s.
Ramraj Natural Resources R/t Ltd, Surat under Section 112(a) of the
Customs Act, 1962.

I

10

impose a penalty of Rs. 5,00,000/ -(Rupees Five lakh only) on Shri
Abhishek Goyal, Managing Director of M/s. Kruti Bullion & Jewellers Pvt
Ltd, Indore under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

11.

I refrain from imposition of pena-lty under Section 112(a) of the Customs
Act, L962 against M/s C.N Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding Agents kt.
Ltd. Ahmedabad.

I

n.'*
a Jain)

Principal Commissioner, Customs
Ahmedabad

F. NO.vu/ 10-32/Commr/O&A

Date:04.I1.2016

I DRIl2or4

Bv Regdr, Post A/D

V

To

I

M/s. MulchandM. Zavei,
2O2, Koi Na Pada, Chawk,
Khambhat (Cambay).

3,l1l].t

,'

2

Shri Sanjaykumar Mulchandbhai Patel,
Partner in M/s. Mulchand M. Zavei,
Koi Na Pada, Chawk, Ktrambhat (Cambay) Gujarat.

J

M/s. C. N. Gandevia Clearing & Forwarding Agents Rrt. Ltd.,
10 I , Loha Bhawan Building,

I

Near High Court Lane,
Ashram Road, Ahmedabad-380009.

4

5

,i

I impose a penalty of Rs. 5O,O00/- (Rupees Fifty thousand only) on Shri ,
Vipul Gordhanbhai Desai of M/s. Ramraj Natural Resources Pvt. Ltd,
Surat under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962,

t.

a

M/s.Ramraj Natural Resources Fl.t Ltd,
5-372, Belgium Square, Ring Road,
Delhi Gate, Surat.

I

I

Shri Vipul Gordhanbhai Desai
M/s.Ramraj Natural Resources Frt Ltd,
5-372, Belgium Square, Ring Road,
Delhi Gate, Surat.
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6

1)

o

Shri Abhishek Goyal,
M/s. Ihrti Bullions & Jewellers,
1O, Chhota Sarafa,
Diamond Trade Centre, Indore.

The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Gujarat Zonc, Ahmedabad
The Additional Director General, DRI, Ahmedabd
The Commissioner of Customs (Import), Air Cargo Complex, Sahar, Andheri (East),
Mumbai-4OOO99
Guard File.

I
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